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weeks left since 1933
Racist opinion article
ignites SCCC campus
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
When Lee Myers' editorial "The
American Black Crime Epidemic"
was published in the Jan. 23 edition
ofSeatde Central s student newspa-
per, the City Collegian, it sparked a
controversy that has since engulfed
much of the school's Broadway
campus.
The article and the fact that it
was published enraged several stu-
dents, as well as the larger body
of the Black Student Union, and
triggered debate on the subject of
free speech versus respect and de-
corum for thoserepresented by the
paper.
In the article, Myers insisted
that there is a fundamental link
between race and crime, especially
with regard to the black commu-
nity. He incensed black students
by saying that "racial profiling is
only logical," that blacks harbor a
"false sense ofvictimization" and
that "other ethnicities [that] aren't
taught this pessimism prove it by
pulling themselves out ofpoverty,"
among other remarks.
The issue recalls the interna-
tional controversy ignited in 2005
when the Jyllands-Posten in Den-
mark published cartoons featuring
caricatures of the imageofMuham-
mad. The cartoons were seen as a
direct insult to the Muslim com-
munity (in much of Islam, images
of Muhammad are strictly forbid-
den) and the debate escalated into
violentriots and an attempt by Iran
to boycott Danish goods.
Besides finding it outwardly
blasphemous toward their faith,
many Muslims viewed the car-
toons as a hurtful manifestation of
ignorance and racism that belonged
anywhere but in the media.
For some students at Seattle
Central, the editorial published in
their newspaper showed
the same journalistic ir-
responsibility.
Swim headed to Nationals
Emily Holt
StaffWriter
The Pacific Collegiate Swim-
ming Conference in Long Beach
Calif,proved to be quiterewarding
for the men's swim team, as they
qualified for the NCAA champi-
onships in several events through
their victories last week.
On Wed., Feb. 7th, the Red-
hawks won the 200-yard medley
relay. The teamconsisted ofBryson
Chiu, freshman pre-major, Doug
Djang, freshman pre-major, Chris
Coley, juniorphilosophy and psy-
chology major and Bryant Bevers,
sophomore business management
of the University ofCalifornia San
Diego, a performance that quali-
fied them for nationals.
The men's team also finished in
third place in the 800-yard free-
qualifying the team for nation-
als in this event as well. The relay
team included mens team captain
Gordon Smith, junior political
science major, Nathan Freeman,
sophomore political
Jackie Canchola TheSpectato
Chris Cotey and eight other SU swimmersare headed to Nationals.
SU dance picks up the beat
Leah Newcomb
Staff writer
The Seattle University dance
team, now in its seventh season, is
on a roll. Bounding towards spec-
tacularity, their booty-shaking beats
drive the crowds wild.
A team composed of 15 women
and two men including the head
coach, they rally around a shared
passion: dance.
"The team has improved so
much this year," said Blaise Baldo-
nado, sophomore journalism major
and team captain. "Each and every
one of them has a passion for what
they do," said Baldonado.
The team has come together this
year especially, and the individual
dancers have begun to show their
personal strengths.
Their improvement is also inevi-
table due to the inspired direction
ofBaldonado himself. It is his first
year as captain of the dance team,
and the tall Hawaiian is well-loved
by the team members.
"He's very talented," said Kris-
tina Linova, freshman international
business major and amember of the
dance team. "He's got 'it.'"
Baldonado started dancing when
he was six and has studied nearly
everything but tap.
"I dance to live. I live to dance,"
said Baldonado. "Dancing is a form
of self-expression that I truly feel
has gotten me through all the good
and bad times in my life."
The team has consistendy gener-
ated very positive crowd responses
this year. At one of their biggest
performances of the year, the Seatde
versity basketball game, the team
performed in front ofa record-set-
ting crowd.
"The amount of support from
the crowd that day really helped to
make our performances a huge suc-
cess," said Baldonado.
When the dance team per-
formed at Casino Night in Janu-
ary, students crowded around the
stage, cheering loudly and clapping.
Baldonado said that events like Ca-
sino Night allow the team to reach
out to a slightly different crowd.
The dance team may also perform
at Quadstock for the first time, in
the spring.
The team is not currently com-
petitive - though the
squad may become com-
JackieCanchola The Spectator
This year's dance team, which is 17 members strong, rehearse their steps at the Connolly Center. The
team performs during breaks in the action at basketball games and other SU affilitated functions .
CSA and VSA ring in the New Lunar Year
Erik Nielsen
Staff Writer
Concussions, raffles and a rap-
per were just some of the high-
lights last Tuesday night at Seattle
University's fifth annualLunar New
Year celebration. Jointly sponsored
by the Chinese and Vietnamese stu-
dent associations at Seattle Univer-
sity, the evening of revelry was an
early celebration of the start of the
year of the pig.
Celebrated across Asia, Lunar
New Year is celebrated on the first
new moon of the year. While most
western cultures are familiar with
the Chinese celebration, Lunar
New Year is also celebrated by cul-
tures including Korean, Thai and
Vietnamese.
Considered a celebration of
change, the Lunar New Year rings
in the good and ends the bad.
Viewed as a time of renewal, the
New Year is also a timeofhope and
family — a time for family reunions,
gatherings, reflection and reaffirm-
ing bonds.
While the origins of the New
from the mountains on the first and
15th ofeach lunar month to hunt
people. Learning that the monster
was easily startled, the people ofa
village decided to turn the tables.
Laying in wait on a freezing
and moonless night, the people
were prepared to scare the beast
away by ringing gongs, beating
drums, setting off ex-
plosions and burning
m
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Non-traditional students share feelings of uneasiness
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
What goes into therole ofa tra-
ditional student can seem daunting
sometimes, between the class work,
a part-time job and the stresses of
living in the dorms. But when com-
pared to non-traditional students,
the life of a typical undergraduate
is downright easy.
Angela Davis, senior commu-
nications major, is in a rush. She
is already frantic, knowing that
the clock is ticking on her time to
get to the post office and mail her
daughter's application to a presti-
gious music camp.
Already today Davis has had
classes, meetings and interviews -
and that's just her academic life. Be-
yond being a student Davis is also a
working mother, making her one of
the many non-traditional students
on campus.
Generally, a non-traditional stu-
dent can be over 25 years of age,
married, a single parent or a student
returning to school after some time
off. With their addition to campus,
these individuals bring a different
voice to the table at SU.
"We bring a different back-
ground and a variety ofexperience
that some of the traditional college
aged students might not have been
exposed to," said Erika Moore,
graduate student ofpastoral studies.
"It's different when you're coming
into the college setting and you're
still working and you're balancing
the management ofa household."
Moore's road to education hasn't
been quite a straight path either.
She graduated from the University
of Washington in 1995, and in
2004 had to reevaluate her career
at an engineering firm because of
health complications.
Moore knew she would need
new training to prepare for a career
in counseling.
"I was sort of thinking through
my options. It really wasn't clear, I
was just working," recalled Moore.
"I knew I wanted to do something
that was going to help people have
better health. I finally honed in on
counseling because ofmyown expe-
riences, to help people go through
life transitions like the one I was
dealing with."
The life transitions Moore re-
ferred to seem to be more frequen'
for non-traditional students, but
some believe that SU isn't doing
enough to help these individuals
move through them smoothly.
After 11 years of office experi-
ence, but not moving up in her
career Davis discovered she need
to match her job with her passion,
something she says she did not
learn when growing up.
Now, with three children ofher
own, Davis said she wants for them
"to be able to create more of the
ability to affect change in their lives.
Because of my life experiences and
knowing what it feels like to not
have the ability to make decisions
that affect my life."
These sentiments led Davis to
get a college education.
Davis described going back
to school as a mixture of uneasi-
ness, excitement and frustration.
But now she continues to grow
frustrated with lack ofwelcoming
space for non-traditional students
on campus.
"What's missing is the acknowl-
edgement and consistent recogni-
tion ofthe non-traditional popula-
tion," she said. "I would like to see
a little more integration in group
concepts and ideas, and for non-
traditional and traditional students
to become colleagues in class."
Davis said she continually sees
an exclusion from traditional stu-
dents, and also some structural ex-
clusion by the university.
"Traditional students won't
engage in conversations with non-
traditional students. It doesn't have
to be total social isolation, but it's
a consistent pattern," said Da-
vis. "Non-traditional students are
pretty much alone."
Moore agrees about this "lack of
inclusion."
"I don't really feel a sense of
there being a home here. It's more
of a transitory feeling at this cam-
pus, you do what you do and you
go home," said Moore. "I think
people try to make it welcoming,
but I don't really feel that."
Davis, who works as the non-
traditionalrepresentative for ASSU,
said she has seen some improve-
ment. Still, she has goals in mind for
integrating the two communities of
students, in addition to creating a
more welcoming environment for
non-traditional students.
"One of my goals is establishing
a co-education model where stu-
dents would celebrate the unique-
ness ofboth communities and not
make a distinction between non-
traditional and traditional," said
Davis.
With most of the events tar-
geted towards traditionalstudents,
participation on campus becomes
more difficult, according to Vic-
toria Brooks, junior psychology
major.
"We all have lives. I have a mate,
a dog, a house and I live in Ballard,"
said Brooks. "We have a different
kind life and lifestyle than the rest
of the student body."
For Brooks, it just took a little
time to figure out the direction she
wanted to go.
"It was taking me awhile to sort
offigure out what Iwantedand so I
really waited to go schooluntil I got
a strong idea," said Brooks.
Brooks said she didn't take her
choice ofcollege too seriously until
after she spent a quarter at Ever-
green State and realized it wasn't
the place for her. After a few years
Brooks decided she wanted to get a
master's, so shestarted school shop-
ping a little more seriously, starting
at North Seattle Community Col-
lege to transfer to SU.
After her first quarter at SU
Brooks said she has no regrets and
is very pleased and impressed. Al-
though Brooks laughed when she
called herself old at 41 years old
she does recognize the elements
she brings to the educational expe-
rience on campus.
"I bring a little more life expe-
rience, different discussions," said
Brooks. "I think that it's good to
have it mixed up a bit. I bring ap-
preciation too because it's really nice
be around young people, hearing
their excitement and telling them
how great it's going to be."
Brooks' different life style also
affects her study time. At a lun-
cheon last week for non-traditional
students several voiced concerns
about library hours and their inad-
equacy.
"Your study time is going to be
shaped differentlybecause you have
people to answer to for your time
where as ifyou're single, living in a
dorm you don't really have anyone
to answer to except yourself," said
Brooks.
Still, after one quarter, though
Brooks shares concerns of most
students about problem areas on
campus.
"One thing I was promised was
smaller class size. I think they might
be sacrificing something that makes
this school special. I'm a litde con-
cerned that it[the mission] might be
devolving," said Brooks. "It's defi-
nitely time to touch base on it and
see if it's going to take them down
the path they want.The bottom line
isn't die most important thing."
What Davis, Brooks and Moore
agreed on is that it would be nice
to see activities geared towards
non-traditional students, especially
events that the families and spouses
of non-traditional students can at-
tend as well.
Currently Davis is planning a
night for non-traditional and tra-
ditional students to get together and
share their embarrassing dating sto-
ries, which Davis said everyone can
relate to.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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Non-traditional students feasted upon enchiladas and churros during
a recent lunch.
A woman among men: one girl's passion for rugby
Sean Towey
StaffWriter
During her freshman year in
high school, a young girl growing
up in a small New Mexico com-
munity started playing rugby in
order to give her mother a scare.
The funny thing is, she never
stopped.
Now that girl, a freshman bio-
chemistry major named Josephine
Martin, is the only female play-
ing for Seattle University's rugby
club.
"Rugby is kind of big in Los
Alamos," says Martin. "I just
wanted to see how my mom would
react."
Though no one expected her to
stay with it, Martinstuck with the
sport for several reasons.
"I like it," says Martin. "It's the
team thing. The team is so tight.
There is astrong sense ofloyalty and
commitment. Its a strong commu-
nity. We're there for each other."
In Los Alamos, there was a wom-
en's and men's team. Martin perfect-
edher game with thewomen's team,
finding her best position.
"I'm a hooker," says Martin.
The hooket throws the ball in
during line-outs, and also holds the
ball for their team during scrums.
"You usually want your shorter
people playing hooker," said Martin.
Though she has played other posi-
tions, hooker is the one she enjoys
playing the most.
Several attempts have beenmade
to create a women's team on cam-
pus, but have fallen through due to
lack ofparticipation.
"When we tried to do it we had
about 15 girls interested " said Mar-
tin. "But onlyabout five showed up
to practice."
Currently, Martin and one other
Seatde University student are play-
ing for a greater Seattle women's
team. The team is a group ofwomen
from universities and colleges in the
greater Seatde Area, such as Seattle
Pacific University and Seattle Cen-
tral Community College, formed
because there is not enough inter-
est at any one school.
Mattin wishes more women
would attempt the sport.
"I definitely think everyone
should try," says Martin. "There's a
position foreveryone, and it's such a
strong community. If you don't like
it, you don't like it. But everyone
should at least try."
Some women do notplay rugby
because of the fear of injury while
playing the very physical game,but
Martinclaims she has not been hurt
while playing at Seattle University.
However, she does have battle sto-
ries.
"I broke my nose my freshman
year in high school, and I broke my
foot my sophomore year," she says.
Though she is a veteran player,
her favorite memory is not scoring
a "try" or a game-winning celebra-
tion.
"We were down at Reed last fall,
and they have a beautiful campus,
and they were playing at one end of
the field and the wind blew through
the trees... It was just really amaz-
ing," says Martin.
And finally, what's it like playing
with the boys?
Martin says, "they're great."
Sean can be reached at
toweys@seattieu.edu
Courtesy JosephineMartin
Josephine Martin, freshman
bio-chemistry major, is the only
female club rugby member.
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B "There's no wayI can de-scribe how I feel when I
read something like
that," said a black student at Seattle
Central who preferred to remain
anonymous. "It's so disrespectful to
a group of people who have done
nothing but suffer throughout his-
tory.
To some, the content of the ar-
ticle goes beyond the limits of the
constitution.
"It goes beyond freedom of
speech," said another student. "It's
hate speech."
Because the article was printed
in the editorial section of the news-
paper, it reflected the views of its
author and did not claim to speak
for the school or any Collegian staff
members.
"The opinion page is such a
unique informational landscape,"
said Janell Hartman, editor-in-chief
of the City Collegian. "I think a lot
ofpeople [who were upset about the
article] have never really read news-
papers, and so they don'tknow that
the opinion page [...] doesn't reflect
the point ofview of the paper."
While several Seatde Central stu-
dents expressed that the editorial had
been hurtful towards them, Myers
insisted at a forum held on campus
that he was simply exercising his
right to freedom ofspeech.
"In Seatde in general, and espe-
cially at this school, you hear a lot
of one opinion and not much of the
opposite," said Myers, opinion editor
for the Collegian. "My goal is to let
students make up their own minds
and inspirepeople to opendebate on
subjects that are usually taboo."
While some students saw his
opinion as undeniably offensive and
hurtful towards an entire community
ofpeople, others saw the event as an
opportunity to educate on diversity
issues and a chance to discuss a topic
that is generally seen as taboo.
"We were hoping to cause dis-
cussion rather than pain," said Hart-
man. "Because ofLee's tone in the
article, people were emotionally
cut, and that's what I'm apologiz-
ing for."
Much ofthis discussion was done
at an on-campus forum on Jan. 31
that allowed students carry on the
exact debate that Myers had hoped
to provoke.
It gave students the chance to
voice their opinions on the article
and also allowed them to open dia-
logue on an issue that many saw as
under-addressed in a school that,
last year, was almost 11 percent Af-
rican American.
Shermaine Singleton, a desk as-
sistant working at Seattle Central
and a member of Black Student
Union who participated in the fo-
rum, felt that the article could have a
positive influence on discussion but,
overall, was an unwarranted attack
on a specific groupofpeople.
"The article was offensive," said
Singleton. "I don't know how the
advisors could have let them print
it at what is considered one of the
most diverse campuses around."
Myers, for his part, seemed to
agree.
"In looking back, I can see that
the article might seem hurtful, and
for that, I'm sorry," said Myers. He
added that if he had to submit the
article again, he would think twice
about some of the comments he
made.
The student's voices haven't gone
unheard. Not only did they renew
their attempt to add more admin-
istrative guidelines to the editorial
process of the Collegian, they also
submitted a record number ofletters
for the Feb. 5 edition of the paper.
Chris can be reached at
kisselc@seattleu.edu
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Myers supports his article, but says that "in looking back, I can see that the article might seem hurtful,
and for that, I'm sorry." The opinion piece, which dealt with racial issues, created an uproarat SCCC.
SEAC rolls into new quarter
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
As SEAC works slightly on in-
frastructure, and adjusts to losing
two members, other members have
kept the pace up, working on im-
proving the organization and big
events for the year.
"I'd say that SEAC is planning
a lot in terms of the structure of
the group, how we're trying to get
more people involved, and trying
to break the stigma of SEAC be-
ing like a clique, said Michael Al-
cantara, graphic designer, Battle of
theBands co-chair, and sophomore
graphic design/humanities major.
In addition to aiming for more
integration with the student body
in planning events SEAC also has
plans to become more ofa profes-
sional organization.
"We'rereally trying to do things
differently. You'll see a little bit of
that this year I hope, with Quad-
stock especially," said Alcantara.
"We're building towards the future,
trying to become a little more pro-
fessional to make us a more repu-
table group."
According to Katie Lesseg,
SEAC president and senior busi-
ness management major, SEAC
has already made a good deal of
progress towards becoming a more
professional organization.
In addition to improving the
structure ofSEAC another aim for
the rest of the year is to work on
more involvement with the student
body and making sure SEAC gets
its name out to the SU commu-
nity.
"The executive board has been
discussing some changes, maybe
shaking up how we structure
SEAC, having more of a forum
toward other students, making it
more involved," said Alcantara.
Although Alacantara said in-
creasing communication with
students is something that could
definitely be improved upon, a
common goal for most student or-
ganizations, but for SEAC student
involvement is essential.
"We take it very personally. We
make events for students. If they
don't show up, what's the point?"
said Alcantara.
So far though SEAC has kept its
publicity up enough to draw over
3,000 students total to its events fall
quarter. With Battle of the Bands
around the corner on March 2, and
Quadstock in spring quarter, Lesseg
said she would like to see that high
number of attendants for the rest
of the year's events as well.
Lesseg attributed such high
numbers to the hard work and
dedication of SEAC's members.
After losing DJ Weidner, Battle of
the Bands chair and Aerica Banks,
multicultural awareness chair, the
dedication of SEAC's members to
take on a little bit ofextra workhas
kept the organization at full pace.
But, with Alcantara stepping
up to co-chair Battle of the Bands
with Rimas Simaitis, who is also the
CoffeeHOUSE chair and Shauna
Hammock taking over the chair for
Quadstock SEAC has stayed on top
its events.
"These changes have required
that SEAC members be a bit flex-
ible, but all have been willing to do
so. Rimas and Michael volunteered
to take ofBattle of the Bands and
are doing a tremendous job," said
Lesseg. "These adjustments have
been fairly minor, and the impact
on SEAC is not significant, aside
from us missing DJ and Aerica be-
cause they are great people."
Alcantara and Hammock said
taking on the events hasn't been a
problem for them, and for Alcan-
tara, who referred to Battle of the
Bands as his baby, increasing the
attendance for events is a goal he
hopes to work on with some cre-
ative publicity students can expect
to see this quarter.
"We've been a lot more creative
with some ofour events this year,"
said Alcantara. "I'm very much
looking forward to seeing how we
can, especially after Fall Ball, bring
a focus back to the music and more
to the fun, rather than some of the
negatives that come with it."
Even though SEAC experienced
some glitches with their last big
event Fall Ball, Lesseg said, "SEAC
is in a great position right now to
have a strong finish to the year."
Before Battle of the Bands stu-
dents can attend the Late Night
event Feb. 16 to watch Godfather
II and eat spaghetti. SEAC is also
currently accepting applications,
which students can pick up in the
dorms, CAC or the SEAC office.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
Combatants for peace
Jessica Van Gilder
Staff Writer
"I softened up and decided
I'm not going to kill anyone any-
more."
These sentiments expressed by
Shimon Katz, a former Israeli sol-
dier, illuminatedthe message ofthe
group Combatants for Peace, who
visited campus Feb. 8. Instead of
perpetuating the cycle of death and
violence between Palestine and Is-
rael, former soldiers of both sides
have joined together to tell others
that other solutions exist.
Katz served as an officer for the
Israeli Defense combat unit, buthis
experience ledhimto become inter-
ested in non-violent resolution.
"I had a dilemma between my
inner conscious that told me it's
wrongand my loyalty towards Is-
rael and the law," hesaid.
Katz had to choose, and though
his choice could land him jail if the
Israeli military calls for his service
again. He said he can no longer
fight when many moresteps can be
taken before force is necessary.
"Where I stand, there can be
many things done, I would rather
give my hands and say 'arrest me,'
[to] refuse the army," said Katz.
"You have to put your fist down
sometimes."
Sulaiman Al Hamri, a former
Palestinian combatant and pris-
oner, joined Katz as they each told
their stories, their struggles as sol-
diers on both sides of the conflict.
Together they hope to instill ideas
and thoughts to governments on
both sides to pressure them toward
a peaceful resolution through dia-
logue.
Hamri challenged Israeli law
by speaking out for Palestinians,
through demonstrating and pass-
ingout flyers, and hefound himself
in prison. He tried to go back to
school afterward, but was catego-
rized as a terrorist. At a university
in Bethlehem aPalestinian was shot
by border police, Hamriexplained,
and he decided to build an organi-
zation. His plans were put on hold
when he wasarrested again. He was
in prison this time for three years.
In spite of these roadblocks,
Hamris incarceration created a
path to work with fellow Palestin-
ians and Israelis underground who
realized the cycle ofviolencewasn't
working.
"It wasnot easyfor me to accept X
this idea. We used to fight each oth-
er and kill each other sometimes,"
said Katz. "At the endofmeeting we
realized we can talk together. We all
fought for peace sowe have to find
a new solution."
Part of the new solution in*
eludes advocating for a nonviolent
resolution across the country, with
the help ofits sponsor Brit Tzedek
V'Shalom, the Jewish Alliance for
Justice and Peace.
Rainer Adkins, chairperson for
the Seattle chapter of the Alliance,
talked about the night as part ofthe
movement to "put down guns and
fight for peace instead."
"It's really important to give a
face to the conflict" said Adkins.
"We'rereaching across boundaries
to encourage positive American in-
volvement."
Combatants forPeace has already
visited 30 cities in the US, and has
been proactive in the Middle East
as well, speaking to high school stu-
dents, participating in demonstra-
tionsand doing whatever else they
can to inform their fellow citizens
that common ground can be found
with compassionate listening.
For Jack Olive, associate dean
for ecumenical relations in theology,
Thursday night wasan opportunity
to spread the word toAmerican citi-
zenswho can urge their government
to help with the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict.
"American listeners are tired and
confused. We need to give them
something to see there is hope and
opportunity for peace," said Olive.
Olive also recendy founded the
local organization Find Common
Ground with a similar goal aimed
atfinding a solution to the violence
in the Middle East.
Hamri and Katz have already
engaged in compassionate listening
as analternative to violence and by
doingso hope to serve asrole mod-
els for others oftheir nations.
"We have to spread this message
oftogetherness and nonviolence,"
said Katz. 'We both recognize our
countries have done many wrong
things to each other."
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu
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Watada case ends in mistrial
Michael Lis-Sette
VolunteerWriter
On Feb. 6, United States Army
First Lieutenant Ehren Watada was
likely expecting a guilty verdict in
his court martial. Just one day later,
however, he has a reason to breathe
a little bit easier.
Military judge John Head de-
clared a mistrial in the case that has
gained national attention due to
Watada's refusal to join a June 2006
troop deployment from Ft. Lewis,
where he was is stationed, to Iraq.
This action was not the only
one Watada was on trial for, with
theLieutenant having been charged
with two countsofConduct Unbe-
coming an Officer in relation to
public statements he maderegarding
his case. Ifhehad been convicted, he
wouldhave faced a maximumprison
sentence offour years, according to
theregulations of the Uniform Code
ofMilitary Justice.
These two charges have become a
particular bone ofcontention, with
the defense team arguing that his
statements, particularly ones made
at a June 7, 2006 press conference
in Tacoma and an Aug. 12, 2006
Veterans for Peace rally, constitute
a form of free speech protected by
theFirst Amendment. The prosecu-
tion contended that the military's
preexisting regulations concerning
the conduct ofofficers place limits
on those officers, and that Watada
violated those regulations.
The trial itself lasted for only
three days, with Eric Seitz, Watada's
civilian attorney, coming into highly
vocal conflict with Head and the
prosecution team. At one point,
after Head ruled that many ofthe
defense's witness were not relevant
to what was being debated in the
case; Seitz declared it an "atrocity"
that these people were being han-
dled in such a way. Head, however,
did not simply ignore Seitz's rather
confrontational manner, ordering
him, at one point, to "leave the
dramatics at the door" (as recorded
in The Seatde Times).
Head also made a concerted ef-
fort to prevent the ever increasing
backlash against the war in Iraq
from becoming an element in the
trial, which included the prevention
of high-profile critics of the Bush
Administration from speaking on
the Lieutenant's behalf.
This was consistent with his Jan.
16 ruling thatany defense based on
the actual legality of the war was a
"nonjusticiable political question,"
according to the official Ruling ofthe
Court. This was specifically issued in
response to a plan by Watada's de-
fense team to use what was called the
"Nuremburg Defense," which refers
to the "Nuremberg Principles," an
official set of guidelines derived
from the trials of members of the
Nazi Partyand the German military
after World War 11.
These guidelines put forth that
it is a soldier's duty to disobey any
order, or set of orders, that he or
she knows to be a violation of the
law. However, Head's ruling dashed
those hopes by so stating that the
order to deploy was an entirely legal
one, and that the issue of the legal-
ity of the war could onlybe defined
by the United States Congress, not
the courts.
Watada's case has gainedconsid-
erableattention in the local and na-
tional media, with demonstrations
by both his supporters and detrac-
tors occurring almost daily outside
ofFt. Lewis since the trial officially
began. This even included an ap-
pearance by actor and noted anti-
war activist Sean Penn last Monday,
and the release ofa letter ofsupport
by Desmond Tutu, the former Arch-
bishop of the Anglican Church of
South Africa. Some of this sup-
port has come from organizations
rather than individuals, including
theAmerican Civil Liberties Union
and Amnesty International.
Watada's actions have also drawn
criticism. This includes Japanese
Americans who had served in the
442 Regimental Combat Team
during World War Two who feel
he has brought disgrace upon the
Japanese-American community, to
members ofMilitary Families Voice
of Victory, who feel he is helping
Al-Qaeda. Watada has reported that
he has not received any open hostil-
ity from personnel at Ft. Lewis, but
he has said that there is "definitely
a tension."
Despite what could be ruled a
"momentary victory" forWatada, a
full resolution has yet to be reached.
The possibility ofreintroducing the
charges against him ifa mistrial were
to be declared was always a possi-
bility, one which the Army decided
to act upon when it announced its
intentions to begin a new trial, with
the expected date ofcommencement
being Mar. 19.
Whether or not the Army's case
will be successful is open for de-
bate, as both Seitz and Mark Kim,
Watada's military defense counsel,
amongst other legal authorities,
have statedany further prosecution
ofthe case would be impossible on
the Army's part. Whether or not
Watada will end up in jail remains
to be seen,but for now, theLieuten-
ant and his supporters are refusing
to give up hope for victory.
Michael can be reached at
lissette@seattleu.edu
U.S. attorney John McKay
hired to teach at Seattle U
Leah Newcomb
Staff Writer
John McKay was the United
States attorney for the Western
District ofWashington, appointed
by President George W. Bush in Oc-
tober of2ool to head up federal law
enforcement prosecutions and civil
representation for the United States
government. He recently resigned
from his work for the federal gov-
ernment and has since been hired
by the Seatde University School of
Law. He currendy teaches a class on
the constitutional law of terrorism.
The Spectator's Leah Newcomb
recendy sat down and spoke with
Mr. McKay. Selections from that
interview are available below.
The Spectator: What's a typical
day like at the Western District of
Washington?
McKay: Nothing was really
"typical" after Sept. 11. Our job was
to think about how do we prevent
and disrupt potential terrorist acts,
which is pretty un-chartered terri-
tory for law enforcement because
mostly their job was to catch bad
guys after they commit crimes. You
rarely get a chance to stop someone
before they commit a crime. But in
terrorism, that's exacdy what we are
responsible for doing, and that rais-
es all kinds ofissues - constitutional
issues, civil liberties issues — and so
that was a challenging part of that
job. The second thing was that our
friend and colleague, Tom Wales,
was assassinated [...] and it was
something that was kind ofsurpris-
ing to me. So it was hard because I
came into the office and there was
still yellow tape around Tom's office,
the staff was really traumatized as
you could imagine. Imean, to think
that a case that you prosecuted, the
person who you sent to jail would
kill you — or have you killed - and
all the drug dealers and fraudsters
and international criminals that we
prosecuted... it caused a lot offear,
and there was a lot ofgriefover los-
ing him.
The Spectator: On a lighter
note, what were your favorite parts
of the job?
McKay: I got to work with re-
ally great people, experienced men
and women who were prosecutors
and also civil lawyers representing
the government and support staff
people who are really good. You'd
think they were serious prosecutors,
like they have on T.V. But really,
people were pretty laid back, pretty
easygoing - very dedicated, but not
what you might have expected. So
I really enjoyed the interaction and
the opportunity to become friends
with them. It was anice mix ofpoli-
tics, administration and legal work.
Most people say that that's the best
job they'll ever have, being a U.S.
attorney. I'm not sure I agree with
that.. .but it's pretty close.
The Spectator: What made you
decide to initially go into law?
McKay: I grew up on Capitol
Hill, actually. I went to the Uni-
versity ofWashington, worked on
Capitol Hill for a year and my se-
nior year of college I started think-
ing about going to law school. I
wanted a career where I could help
people and I thought, maybe a
litde bit idealistically, I thought if
I could help people vindicate their
rights in a small way, or work in a
world of justice, that would be a
good thing to do with my life. And
actually idealism has so far met real-
ity. I feel really good about being a
lawyer and having the opportunity
to help people when they're victims
ofcrime, or low-income people or
migrant farm workers — people who
are powerless who should be given
a voice.
The Spectator: Why did you
leave your job?
McKay: Well, [there's] usually a
bit ofcontroversy, but I served at the
pleasure of- all U.S. attorneys serve
at the pleasure of- the President,
and I had five really good years. So I
think this is a very good time for me
to leave, with the mid-termelections
being over and my having had a re-
ally good opportunity to lead here
and to bring some positive change.
I'm actually really excited about it.
From a personal standpoint, there's
no controversy... there's some spec-
ulation, but I have said that I have
resigned my office, which is one of
the rwo ways you can leave as U.S.
attorney. The other is to be fired by
the President. It's actually quite a
good and secure job, and I enjoyed
my service.
The Spectator: How did you
become involved with Seatde Uni-
versity?
McKay: I had been involved
for some time. First, I had very
much admired what was going on
here in terms of bringing the law
school to Seatde U and to create a
Jesuit vision for a law school. [...]
I think that the community here,
the university community, has a
desire to have a law school that's
active in social justice that doesn't
corner themarket on ethics because
it's a Jesuit school. At least wants to
contribute to, "what does it mean
to be an ethical lawyer and what are
the responsibilities of the lawyer in
society besides representing clients
that will pay you money." And I've
found that very interesting and ex-
citing. I was given the opportunity
to serve on the selection panel that
selected Dean Kellye Testy. And
about a year ago I started to put to-
gether a syllabus for a class because
I've been interested in teaching for
some time [...] and Isent it to both
of the law schools here in Seattle
and Seattle U wanted me to come
teach it right away.
The Spectator: What do you
think ofSU so far?
McKay: I've just been here a
short while, on the campus, but I
sure like the feel of it; it's great. My
dad went to school here, several of
us went to school here. I've got fam-
ily here now going to school. My
sister justgot a masters' in theology,
at age 49 - we're very proud ofher.
I'm a fan of the soccer team. I fol-
low the soccer team and go to their
games regularly. I'm very happy to
be back in a Jesuit community, at a
Jesuit university. I feel very much
at home.
The Spectator: Do you have any
further thoughts that you'd like to
share?
McKay: I'm just looking fot-
ward to working with students.
[...] The discussions in the class are
very high level, [and] the interplay
between how we try and address ter-
rorist activity in the United States,
whether that's done in Article 111
courts, which is a regular courtwith
a judge, or in Guantanamo Bay, en-
emy combatant status...those are
all very interesting constitutional
issues, and the class is very active in
thinking about and talking about
discussing those issues, so that is
very rewarding to me. I'm learning
a lot from the students.
Leah can be reached at
newcombl@seattleu.edu
Leah Newcomb The Spectator
Former United States attorney John McKay poses in theLaw School,
where he teaches a class on the constitutional law of terrorism.
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The Steven Klein Company
www.stevenklein.com
Not ready for the LSAT?
We are the Steven Klein Com-
pany, LSAT Specialists. After
18 years and 4,500 students,
there probably isn't anyone
whoknows more about this test
or how to teach it than we do.
That is why Steven still teaches
all his own classes. That is why
you should call us. Our nine
week course features 36 hours
of class time with weekly help
sessions, seven mock exams and
assistance with the application
process for the reasonable price
of $995. We can answer any
LSAT question - let us prove it.
Call now for a free seminar.
206-524-4915
BWhen the monster ap-peared, the people's plan
worked and they drove
off the beast. The Nian was so
scared that it took off running and
wouldn't stop until it fell down from
exhaustion. Then the people, who
had pursued it, killed the Nian.
Since then, the tradition has
been kept alive by people setting
off fireworks, beating drums and
ringing gongs on the coldest and
darkest day in winter to keep evil
spirits away and to celebrate the vic-
tory over the beast.
Another tradition of the Lunar
New Year is the Kitchen God's
farewell dinner of sweet foods and
honey. In traditional China, the
Kitchen God is the guardian of the
family hearth and censor ofhouse-
hold morals, as well as being the
inventor offire.
On the 23rd day of the last
monthof the lunar year, the Kitch-
en God would leave the house to
report on the behavior of the family,
returning on the first day ofthe new
year. By throwing a farewell dinner
in his honor, the family wouldhope
to obtain a favorable report form
the Kitchen God.
Modern Lunar New Year cel-
ebrations are considered a time for
renewal and are marked by family
gatherings, eating rich foods and
paying respect to ancestors and
elders.
"Growing up I have always cel-
ebrated Lunar New Years with my
family," said Sabrina Chen, Human-
ities in Teaching sophomore and co-
ordinator for the Lunar New Year
celebration. "It was pretty much a
big family get together, and all the
grownups would give the kids good
luck money envelopes with money
in it. I always enjoy this time of the
year. The atmosphere always car-
ried a lot ofwarmth, and was very
rowdy, noisy, yet lively, and fun."
Along with a change of venues
from theLeroux Room to Campion
Ballroom, last year also heralded a
change in format with a shift from a
more festive, fair-like setting to one
similar to the International Dinner.
While less interactive, the current
format has allowed for the showcas-
ing ofAsian and Asian American
culture that would have been less
possible in a smaller venue.
The celebration opened with
some remarks by Dr. Feng, advi-
sor to the Chinese Student Asso-
ciation, followed by a Lion Dance
by Unique Methods and then the
meal.
"[The Lion Dance] was origi-
nally to scare off thieves [...] and
to scare them off, [villagers] created
these puppets," said Thai Pham,
juniorbiology major and member
of Unique Methods performance
group. "Our lion dance was very
non-traditional, [but we did that]
because it looks cooler."
During the meal there was a
Last year someone
got stabbed during
the performance, but it
was just blood.
Thai Pham
Junior Biology Major
Study Abroad presentation and
then a dance, "Mystique," per-
formed by Dance Company to the
beat of drums provided by Unique
Methods.
"[This was my favorite perfor-
mance] because it was a contempo-
rary piece that combined salsa, jazz
and hip-hop," saidVi Pham, senior
Asian studies major and member of
both Unique Methods and theper-
formance group Dance Company.
The stage was then opened up to
solo and small group performanc-
es by artists, such as local rapper
Know Choice and a cover of Jacky
Cheung's "If I Loved You," sang by
student Gareth Lim.
Following Guang Liang's "Tong
Hua," sung by students Vince Chu,
Sasipak Butsakron-O-Pas and Jun
Wen Z was a martial arts demon-
stration by Unique Methods.
"It was out own little deal, [the
fighting] was not traditional," said
Thai Pham. "The fight scenes were
very non-conformist, we made them
up on the spot and more for fun."
The moves were a bit more re-
alistic than expected, however, as
one of the falls netted Thai Pham a
concussion and an eventual trip to
the hospital.
"I didn't think it was that seri-
ous. It was only after everyone said
I should go to the hospital that I
went," said Thai Pham. "Last year
someone got stabbed during the
performance, but it was just blood
[...] with the brain stuffyou can't
really see [the injury] but I wasn't
really worried."
The evening closed with a sec-
ond dance, "Lure oftheTiger," per-
formed by Dance Company.
Considered a success, Chen
hopes that Seatde University's Lu-
nar NewYear celebration continues
to grow and to attractmore campus
interest.
"[W]e would love to see Lunar
New Year event become an annual
Seatde U tradition like UFC's Barrio
Fiesta, BSU's Umoja Ball and Hui's
Luau," she said.
Erik can be reached at
erik@kythra.net
JackieCanchola TheSpectator
Students from all cultures gathered in the CampionBallroom last week
for a celebration that included a lion dance.
Professor offers glimpse
into Iraq war buildup
Erik Nielsen
Staff Writer
With President George W. Bush's
decision to commit upwards of
20,000 extra forces to Iraq and the
bi-partisan opposition in Congress
culminating in non-binding resolu-
tionsto opposea troop increase, un-
derstanding the Iraq war has become
ever more important. One person on
campus with a uniqueknowledge of
the conflict is Maj. Andrew Franz,
assistant professor of Military Sci-
ence and currently assigned to the
Joint Washington National Guard
Headquarters.
During the build-up to the ini-
tial invasion of Iraq, Franz was the
Special Forces representative at the
National Command Authority's De-
cember planning session held at the
Grafenwoehr joint training center in
Germany.
"I was there to makesure our plan
synchronized [with] and supported
conventional operations and to pro-
vide expert advice," said Franz.
Besides determining who would
take part in the invasion, the meet-
ings also allowed commanders to
voice any concerns they might have
for the upcoming invasion.
"After GulfWar One, the United
States military shrunk considerably.
One of the areas that it really shrunk
was in it's lift capacity - it's ability to
move people from one spot on the
ground, usually the United States,
and project them overseas," said
Franz.
When Turkey closed its borders
to American troops, however, the
plans to move soldiers through the
country had to be radically altered.
"[Grafenwoehr] was supposed
to be a multidivisional attack and it
turned into really the third infantry
division in total, which wasreally the
only division that was there com-
pletely. Parts of [others] were there
and they were trying to get there as
fast as they could, but when the war
actually started not all of them were
there, said Franz.
Despite the change in plans, the
invasion was still successful, and the
rapid fall ofIraq proved validation to
the new American military doctrine
ofa smaller, more lethal digital army
that could do more with less.
According to Franz, the current
situation in Iraq has less to do with
the effectiveness of the US military
and more with a couple of unex-
pected post-invasion factors.
"I don't think people counted
on the Sunni/Shiite dislike for each
other to erupt in such a violent
manner," said Franz. "Nobody had
any idea, and I don't thinkanybody
could have guessed. Certainly the
Iraqis weren't talking about [...] how
divisive those differences were going
to be and how bloody and arbitrary
the killings would become. I think
that was one thing nobody really
planned on."
Another unexpected difficulty
was the Iranian and Syrian support
for the insurgency.
"When the invasion happened,
the central government of Iraq fell
apart [...] causing a huge vacuum.
While we were coming up from the
south andstarting to fill someof that
vacuum, Iran and Syria came in from
either side also filling that vacuum.
They were much more effective than
anyone anticipated," said Franz. "I
don't think that anybody thought
theyd consider it in their national
interest to ferment an insurgency be-
cause a prosperous Iraq would help
both ofthem. I don't thinkanybody
quite figured it would be that bad."
Franz is also concerned about an
American loss of will because most
people don't understand just how
long fighting an insurgency takes.
"I've trained to raise insurgen-
cies and fight insurgencies and so
I understand that battle. It takes
generations to fight that battle and
[the fight is] particularly violent and
particularly distasteful and [it seems
to] last forever.
"As soon as you start being effec-
tive, [the insurgents] hibernate and
things are great and they get a little
stronger and they move around to
where you're not as strong and they
pop up again. It takes very fewforces
with very low technology to create
problems and those problems are
magnified by the insurgent ability
to conduct information warfare.
"They can have five or ten guys
out in the field causing trouble while
fifty guys are making videos, giving
pressreleases and propagating infor-
mation laterally across the country
and it's huge. The American center
of gravity for whether you're going
to defeat us or not is our national
will and it always has been and they
understand that. For them, theycan
protract it for decades."
Franz, however, does not believe
all as lost. He believes that ifcertain
key actions are taken, the war could
eventually be successfully conclud-
ed.
"Thefirst one is the improvement
of the non-kinetic aspect of battle
- the economy, their infrastructure
and the governmental agencies," said
Franz. "People who are working and
can feed their families are less likely
to join an insurgency or support
[one]."
He also believes that a troop in-
crease is necessary to "secure certain
portions ofthe country long enough
to allow the Iraqis to stand up and
take care of themselves."
Franz cautions, however, against
leaving too soon.
"It's frustrating to hearon the ra-
diothat we've been training themfor
four years, so why can't they do that?
Well, I've trained for about twenty
and I'd have a hard time doing it. It
takes a long time to train a profes-
sional, competent army. Particularly
in a part of the world where that's
not the norm," said Franz.
With all the difficulties facing
America and Iraq, some wonder if
the war was worth it.
. Franz is not one ofthem.
Said Franz, "When we first
crossed the border and I moved in
front ofthe conventional force, in all
the major cities without exception,
they lined the streets withAmerican
flags and signs that said 'thank you.'
That can't be a wrong reason for us
being there. The tyranny and gov-
ernment sponsored violence needed
to stop."
Erik can be reached at
erik@kythra.net
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Dispatches from Cambodia: a prayer for a fast food future
Michael Phillips
Volunteer Writer
Ofmy father's childhood stories,
the one I've always been struck by
is ofweekend rides in the country-
side with his friend Jimmy's fam-
ily, always followed by McDonald's.
My father's own family, with nine
children and one small station
wagon, could never make the trip,
but the Martignetti family would,
on occasion, take him along for a
treat. My grandparents considered
restaurants an expensive, frivolous
luxury. "Eating out meant eating at
a relative's house," he told me.
My father's stories made me
view the golden arches as more of
a symbol than a brand. They were
a sign of the rise of a real middle
class and American society's defeat
of widespread poverty and aching
hunger. And when the food itself
lost its luster for me, the symbol
didn't.
So, when I found myself in
BBWorld, a McDonald's knockoff
in Cambodia, where 36 percent of
the population lives on less than
a dollar a day, where 45 percent
of children are malnourished, I
couldn't help but wonder about this
island ofgarish bright primary col-
ors and excessive air-conditioning.
The middle class was supposed to
be dead on arrival here, and income
inequalities are widening dramati-
cally.
I was even more surprised when
Chantay, the first person I inter-
viewed, told me that the "not-rich-
not-poor people" would go riding
in the countryside with their fami-
lies on weekends, before heading
to Lucky Burger or BBWorld for
a treat. It was just like my father's
stories. Maybe the middle class
here was gaining ground, surviv-
ing under the radar of oppressive,
corrupt government and gloomy
news stories. I wanted to find that
middle class.
But who is middle class in
Cambodia is a deeply subjective
idea. If it's the middle 20 percent
of wage earners, it's people earning
between $1.25 and $2. And while
that's statistically accurate, it hardly
satisfies our own understanding of
the middle, nor Cambodia's. $45
to $60 a month is just enough for
food and a room. And scraping by
is hardly middle class, is it?
Chantay was waiting for a friend
in BBWorld. It was the first time
she'd been. She works for an NGO,
where she teaches and serves as an
administrator, for roughly $1.50 a
day.
BBWorld, with its brazen mimic-
ry ofAmerica's fast-food giant, is just
one Cambodian example of what
some have called the "homogeniza-
tion" ofinternational consumer cul-
ture. It's certainly bold. The golden
arches adorn their cups, upside
down asW's, and the color scheme,
yellow and red, is the same.
I ask her who eats at BBWorld
and she laughs and tells me that
"rich people do". "Poor people never
can," she says, "in Cambodia, people
work for, maybe a dollar a day". She
idly rolls her drink back and forth
on the table. "Sixty cents, this little
tea!" she laughs.
Why do they come then, I ask?
She scrunched up her face and
looked outside. Sihanouk Boule-
vard, which runs by the window,
was busy, a chaotic rolling boil of
motos, cars, tuk-tuks, and bikes.
"There's dust," she says, "Cambo-
dia is so dirty. Not in this restaurant
though. Food here, it's just so easy,
no dust, no rust. No noise, clean.
It's good." Haifa day ofher labor for
"clean" certainly seems pricey, and
she pauses.
She doesn't go to these places
How much is lots of
money here? It's an
open question that I
won't find a good an-
swer to.
very often, she adds, "maybe every
month or two with my little brother
and sister."
Children teem around the res-
taurant, running back and forth
from the play gym to their parents at
the tables. She tells me that the kids
are the real reason anyone comes to
these places. I look around, and al-
most every party in the restaurant is
dominated by children.
"If I had kids I'd bring them, to
make them happy and make them
know their parents love them, want
them to have good food, and go to
a place they like that is nice." But,
she adds, "you have must have lots
and lots of money."
How much is lots of money,
here? It's an open question that
I won't find a good answer to. As
with anywhere else, it's a matter of
perspective. I met Rith, a young ac-
countant, at BBWorld's competitor,
Lucky Burger.
BBWorld might bear a bizarrely
similar appearance to the king of
fast-food, but its competitor,Lucky
Burger likely shares McDonald's
more relevant characteristics. While
BBWorld's food is relatively expen-
sive and not very good, Lucky Burger
copied the McDonald's Menu, and
then merged itwith KFC's. They of-
fer large family meal deals as well. It's
cheap and tasty.
Rith is 23 and there with his girl-
friend, Teaby. He tells me that "the
actual rich don't come here". After
all, it's not a ridiculously expensive
restaurant that only prestige can af-
ford.
"These are normal people, mid-
dle income, middle class people,"
he says.
Nora tells me the same thing. An
accountant for one of Cambodia's
many casinos, Nora also considers
himself middle class and by Ameri-
can standards he probably is. In
a Cambodia where "rich" means
more than money, and political
and criminal connections are seem-
ingly more relevant to wealth than
bank accounts, Nora, who is not
among Cambodia's gangster elite,
is, all things considered, just a nor-
mal guy.
Nora doesn't think the food at
Lucky is very good, but his kids love
it, so he and his family dine here
often.
Nora starts talking about the
economy, and it sounds eerily similar
to the complaints of the middle class
that I'd heard back home. "The gap
is getting bigger" he says, "The poor
are losing everything and the rich
they just get richer." Land owner-
ship rights have generated new rural
wealth, but it's poorly understood,
and quickly squandered.
I'm still sitting in Lucky Burger
confused as to justwhat middle class
means here. So, to round out our
interview, I ask Nora.
"Working in Cambodia, earning
a real living, supporting our families
and our kids, earning it, not extort-
ing it, that's middle class. There re-
ally aren't many of us here."
If that's what middle class is, it's
exactly what Cambodia needs more
of today.
Homogenization, in the form of
suburban malls built on the ruins of
bulldozed cultures wouldbe a trag-
edy. But if the mild homogenizing
forces of the upside down arches I
found at BBWorld can bring with
them just a bit America's middle
class revolution, we'd all be better
off.
Michael can be reached at
mike.phillips.3@gmail.com
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What's Going on in ASSU?
ASSU's Senior Class Representative Resigns
Last Friday, February 2nd senior class representative, Alice Kungu,
resigned from her position with ASSU.
Student body president, Duong "Young" Truong, along with the other
elected officials of ASSU have opened the position to the entire senior
class. If you are a senior and are interested in serving your fellow
classmates, email your resume to truongdl4l @seattleu.edu. This
email will serve as your preliminary application. Include whyyou are
interested in the position, what your qualifications are and contact
information.
Don't Forget to Check out these Upcoming Events:
FEBRUAURY 2007
Monday Tuesday
2S 27
Freshman Forum Walmart & Your Power as a Consumer
7:00 -8:00 PM 'Coalition for Global Concern'
PiggottlOS 6:30-8:00 AM
For more info contact: 6annanlo2
Freshm an Representative For more info contact:
Natalie Shells AimeeKhuu
For More Information Contact:
Nicole Grabler
Director of Publicity ASSU
grablern@seattleu.edu
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Coaching Positions:
Holy Names Academy has the following paid coaching positions available: JV Lacrosse, JV Tennis,
Asst. Varsity Tennis, Track - Throws and Jumps. The season starts Feb. 26 thru May 25. Interested
candidates please contactAthletic Director, Jana Kohler, Holy Names Academy, 728 21st Avenue E,
Seattle, 98112; 206-720-7831; jkohler@holynames-sea.org
Coaching Positions:
Garfield High School Girls'Lacrosse Clubseeking JV Coach /Assistants for JV, Varsity teams. Season;
February 26 - May 19. Schedule flexible. Practices, Home Games: Magnuson Park, Monday- Friday
3:00 P.M. - 5:00 RM. Must be 21 years or older. Contact: liz.fitzhugh@comcast.net
Wanted:
_
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www.teachforamerica.org
Bistro SatuardaKaM^^A^
Feb. 17,2007 9-1 IpMi i I 1
FREE!!!!
Hawks Nest Bistro—3rdFloor of Student Center
■
Black History
Month
CultureNA
Room
February 20th
12- 2:oopm
Student Center
130
A multi-media
experience that
pays tribute to
the life and
heritage of
African-
American
History.
*Refreshments
Provided*
I Teach English in Japan
Hfefeh.l : -
Enthusiastic individuals are invited to apply to teach English
conversation to adults and/or children at one of our 300 branches
across Japan.
We will be interviewing in Vancouver: March 10th
Application Deadline: March 4th
Send your resume and essay titled.
"Why I Want to Live and Work in Japan" to aeontor@aeonet.com.
Visit our website: www.aeonet com
&$k
lr\ Thursday
M.W March ust !k
If IPujrake a tour of our State Capites
|J\ and the Supreme Court! mJ
Join us in Olyrapia for a full day of •
I fellowship and conversation with some of I
I Washington's esteemed leaders in the ;
I political arena, tlear their views on issues I
\ pertinent to the Seattle Community. I
m •
• To Reserve Your Spot or for More Information, *
ContactLeadership Development m
m www.seatlieu.edu/Betinvolved/leadership m
• 296.2525 / Pavilion 170 •
• *
From the ClO:did yDU MUM? settle university
Did you know you can register for \
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SU on dating, sexandrelationships
How we love: college relationships help define our
Anne Mendenhall
Volunteer Writer
Love and relationships: they are fickle pros-
pects.
Yet, for many college students, these two go
hand-in-hand - they tug on the heart like noth-
ing else.
However, fora majority ofSeattle University
students relationships are worth the risk.
"Every once in a while, I want to have some-
one to be close to," said Mark Harnpadoungsa-
taya, sophomore nursing major.
Last week, The Spectator created a student
survey regarding love and relationships, hoping
to paint a picture of the dating scene at Seattle
University.
The survey was casual and is not backed by
any study or scientific research, it was a case
study passed around to 50 random, diverse stu-
dents - 25 men and 25 women.
Based upon the survey, a notable percentage
ofstudents surveyed tend to agree with Harn-
padoungsataya's statement, regardless if they are
attached to a significant other or not.
Whether it may be through exchanging secret
glances on the walk to class, hooking up at par-
ties or committing to an exclusive relationship
that thrives on each late-night phone session,
students report that college relationships are
built on aesthetics.
According to The Spectator survey, 62 per-
cent of the males and females said that physical
looks are somewhat important.
However, Sean Baird, freshman theology ma-
jor and Gloria Mayne, freshman international
studies major, both said that a solid friendship
is the key to success.
"Love and respect must be developed through
friendship," said Baird. "Relationships should
not just be based on physical actions or attrac-
tions."
The majority of students stated that a rela-
tionship has to also rely on a deeper foundation,
such as trust, respect, compassion and strength,
in order for it to grow.
According to the UT Counselingand Mental
Health Center at The University ofTexas atAus-
tin, this is typical ofcollege relationships across
the nation.
To assist students who have a significant
other, the institutions health center created and
posted an online brochure tided, "Healthy Ro-
mantic Relationships During College" that pro-
vides tips, guidelines and advice regarding how
to classify and maintain a healthy relationship.
The Spectator found that 38 percent of all
surveyed said they were in a relationship. Within
this distinction, 18 percent claimed that their
relationship is very healthy.
Yet, for several, this response posed deeper
questions.
For a college-age student, what really is a
healthy relationship? What do students want
from their relationships and what are the ex-
pectations and misconceptions that permeate
this framework?
"I believe a relationship is healthy when both
people involved have a good understanding of
each other, ofwhat the relationship is and where
it is going," said Timothy Jolliff, sophomore psy-
chology major.
According to the UT online brochure, the
first step to maintaining a healthy relationship
is, "to be aware of what you and your partner
want for yourselves and what you want from the
relationship."
Despite this connection, students like JollifF
might still be left without a clear definition of
what they want or expectfrom romanticpartner-
ships. However, most students stated they are
aware of what they want.
Although Lara Jones, sophomore English ma-
jor is single, she knows what she is looking for.
"I want someone who appreciates me for who
I am, but someone who also encourages me to
be a better person," said Jones.
For some, including the 28 individuals ofthe
survey who claimed to be single and for the 26
percent who are single and wish to be in a rela-
tionship, finding this "special person" may not
be a current option or priority.
The cause is not because they are not men-
tally, emotionally or physically ready for a rela-
tionship, but because the pressures and respon-
sibilities of college students have significantly
increased.
"Young adults are left trying to meet the chal-
lenges ofbecoming autonomous, financially sta-
ble, maintaining intimacy and advancing career
options simultaneously," said Dr. Linda Young,
psychologist at Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS).
Attempting to find the balance between
classes, jobs, family obligations and extra-cur-
ricular activities often leads students unable or
unwilling to cope with the demands of being
with a significant other.
"I go to class, finish my homework on time
and I have a social life," said Mayne. "But for
right now, unless someone comes along fora real
companionship, I think a relationship is kind of
a waste of my time."
Like Mayne, the majority of SU students
want to be accepted, respected and happy. For
most, a relationship does not always have to be
involved for these to function.
What does matter, however, is the relation-
ship an individual has with himselfor herself.
"I think that the lack of time for oneself
can be a cause for a lack of introspection," isaid
Baird.
While this may be the cause for many to be-
come discouraged about entering or strengthen-
inga partnership, others believe that the expecta-
tions ofcollege-age relationships and romance
are also holding themback.
Such expectations stem from a myriad of
roots: personal backgrounds, social behavior,
gender roles and the media.
Cultural, religious and ethical values, along
with economic status, also play a role in the
construction of a relationship. In several cases,
friction among these can hinder a relationship's
success.
According to Young, the change within so-
ciety and the resulting cultivation ofnew para-
digms can also add to a student's unwillingness
to be attached.
"More education and changing societal pres-
sures and norms add significant challenges to
how students navigate romantic, sexual and in-
timate relationships."
And, there is no doubt that students are
cognizant to what these societal pressures and
norms are.
Today, classifications and distinctions of the
type ofrelationship or connection have both
expanded and become more acceptable.
Hooking up, friends with benefits, and open
Being single on Valentine's Day is not so bad
Lauren Padgett
Features Editor
Valentine'sDay, in typical Hallmark tradi-
tion is a time to celebrate the beauty of love
with someone special. It's a day to fully ap-
preciate meaningful relationships and venture
further down the road ofpure, monogamous
bliss with the one you love.
To be honest, I think I just threw up in
my mouth a little bit after writing that. Sin-
gle people go crazy on ValentinesDay - they
think that justbecause they don't have anyone
to celebrate this over-commercialized holiday
with that their day is ruined and they can com-
plain about it nonstop for 24 hours.
I myself am single and this Valentine'sDay
I'm celebrating that fact by appreciating my
freedom.
I've jumped through the dating hoops, I've
put the time and effort into relationships and
nothing has really worked out. If I sound bit-
ter it's actually quite the contrary - I'm glad
I'm single.
However, ifyou had my bad luck with dat-
ing. .. well you would be glad you're single,
too. .
Last Valentine's Day I went on a date that
seemed straight out ofa bad reality TV show. I
found myself watching this guy in a Sonic the
Hedgehog tee shirt wrestle an alligator in the
basement ofhis mom's house and I thought
to myself, "A camera crew is going to jump
out any minute."
Unfortunately, there was no one backstage
waiting to come out and deliver the surprise. It
was reality at its finest -when the only person
to witness the ridiculousness of the situation
is you and it would be inappropriate to die of
laughter just yet.
Don't think I couldn't have seen it coming,
that I brought this on myself. He seemed so
nice, so normal when I met him.
Sadly, this is not the first time a date when
horribly wrong for me. Nor will it be the last.
But it was certainly the last one I wanted to
experience for a while.
It was not long after that I decided I really
don't want a boyfriend. I've always wanted
everything right away but now I realize that
finding a meaningful, lasting relationship in
college will probably not happen.
It took a long stringof bad dates and disap-
pointments to come to this conclusion and at
first I was miserable.
After arriving home from the date last
Valentine's Day, I ate a whole carton of Ben
and Jerry's Half Baked Ice Cream and cried
over "The Notebook." Over and over again I
asked myself, "Why can't I just find a nice guy
to care about me?"
After picking my pathetic selfoff ofmy liv-
ing room floor whileDashboard Confessional
whined through the speakers, I decided I was
being a pathetic idiot.
However, it took being burned a few more
times, before I figured out I really am doing
just fine on my own.
I realized that I have enough homework,
extracurricular activities and friends to fill my
time. I would be depriving myself ofsome of
the best years ofmy life ifI spent them all with
one other person.
There was a point when I felt like I had to
have a significant other in order to feel com-
plete — I think a lot ofyoung women feel this
way, especially here on Capitol Hill when all
the nice, decent men you find are either gay
or taken. It's frustrating to play the dating
game when you don't even know what you
really want yet... that sort of self-confidence
is only attainable, after years oflearning and
self-discovery.
The male to female ratio on campus does
not help, either.
Seattle University men are a different breed.
They get far too muchattention for theirown
good, simply because this school is oversatu-
rated in females willing to give it to them. For
every nice guy here there are probably four
other girls who would date him.
Needless to say, I hate competition.
It's easy to become desperate, to go out on
weekends looking to hook up, get phone num-
bers and meet random, single people. It's also
easy to become disgrunded and jaded,angry at
the world because one person broke your heart
along the way. Just remind yourself that there
is so much more life to come, so many more
people to meet and plentyofopportunities for
love to find its way into your world.
I am worth waiting for and I will celebrate
that fact this Valentine's Day, rather than be-
moan my loneliness. Although I will prob-
ably break out some Ben and Jerrys ice cream
again, there will definitely be no alligators this
time.
Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu
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relationships have all become so mainstream that
they often fit into the category ofnormal interac-
tions for college-age students.
Through television, entertainment shows and
film the media makes a direct link between rela-
tionships and sex. Casual sexual encounters are
often portrayed as a significant ingredient in the
dating mixture.
Thirty-six percent of the students surveyed
said on average that they become sexually active
within a month ofdating and 20 percent said
that they become sexually active without being
attached to a significant other.
While this statistic offers the media influence
some credibility, students tend to believe that the
media encourages young adults to uphold a false
sense of intimacy in relationships.
"The media inflates peoples ideas ofwhat is
obtainable," said Sean Klosterman, sophomore
economics major. "It doesn't portray what is the
realm ofreality."
Sure, Dr. McDreamy may exist somewhere,
but most students are aware that what happens
between Derek and Meredith may not actually
happen to themselves.
College is the time foryoung adults to experi-
ment, and SU students believe that romance and
relationships are no exception.
"Really, it is the time when you learn about
others, and, most importantly, the time when
you learn about yourself," said Jolliff.
Gathered from The Spectator survey, one
thing can be sure: students do not want to be
lonely, but when it comes to a relationship, they
want it to be right.
Anne can be reached at
menctenhl©seattleu.edu
When Hallmark cards are stacked against you
Chris Kissel
Staff Writer
I'm not really sure where Valentine's Day comes from, but I
think it's safe to say that the holiday has a basis in some ancient
Roman festivaland was probably commandeered in typically cheap
fashion by the Catholic Church.
Whatever the origin, I like to think that it was a day when
people could forget any pretensions to ethical responsibility and
have wild sex with random strangers, like pagans do.
Unfortunately, the corporate world has commandeered this
sacred day and turned it tame. So that the best thing we can do
for each other is buy a silly card for a couple of bucks or maybe a
box ofchocolates. It's terrible, forcing all our attempts at romance
to be ridiculous cliches and selling love so short. Who has feelings
that can be contained in a few lines ofgreeting card poetry? What
happened to having our own feelings?
Okay, I have to admit, I would probably be a lot less bitter if
I even had some sort ofrelationship I could be cheap about. But
seriously, have you seen what SU has to offer? It's not that there
aren't lots of nice, pretty girls (or handsome males, it that's your
preference), but the truth is, they're eithertaken or their standards
are way too high. Especially for a school with some ridiculous girl:
guyratio, like 1000:1 or whatever it is. Something just doesn'tseem
right about all this prude-ity.
And there is also the possibility that I'm a little overwhelmed.
I went to an all-male Jesuit high school, the last place I was go-
ing to learn aboutrelationships orat least learn to live like a pagan.
For example, my first real experiencewith girls was in the cafeteria
during the back-to-school dance, all those nascent high-schoolers
grinding embarrassingly on each other, like when your dog starts
humping stuffed animals during dinner — so inappropriate.
I would expect that my perceptions ofromance are probably a
little skewed. I have to be reminded not to scratch myself in public,
which doesn't say a lot for how good of a job my education did
in socializing me.
Anyway, I'm not going to pretend that I'veactually been trying;
I've only gone on one ofwhat I would consider "dates" the entire
time that I've been here and it was a pretty traumatic experience.
It turned out that she had a boyfriend, about 10 minutes into
the affair. I wouldn't have been as supremely annoyed, but it hap-
pened to be this witless goof I knew from my Spanish class. It
was his Spanish accent, so over-pronounced; he imitated native
speakers as if they were all lisping idiots. It's unnerving, to say the
least. Just wait until spring break in Cancun; then she'll see how
hereally is.
I'm not the only one with horror stories. Female friends of
mine have been enticed by potential relationships with people who
were, frankly, 100 percent insane; the poetry-writing equivalents
of men who yell at girls out of their car window. The inadequate
"compliments" ("you are so hot," "you are so rockin'") these young
fellas are striving for are no match for the waves ofcreepiness with
which they insist on tackling their prospective mates.
Who can save us from all of this awkwardness? '
I've been told I have very shapely legs and so my confidence
is not incredibly low. But as a lanky freshman, my awkwardness
is at an all-time high and I hope it isn't pathetic to ask for a little
help in these matters.
So please, girls, ifyou ever decide that you're tired of the dudes
who walk stupidly down the dorm hallways with theirright hand
gripped tight on their crotch yelling "Gee yoo-nit!" at no one, I'll
be around. Until then, I think I can wait it out.
Chris can be reached at kisselc@seattleu.ed
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entertainment
Ben Kweller discusses life on the road
| Megan Peter
Managing Editor
Just listening to Ben Kweller
talk, he seems as laid back as you
would picture him. With a calm,
cool voice and hint ofa Texas twang
you can't help but feel at ease talk-
ing with him. He is the type ofguy
who is supposed to be making mu-
sic - he's in it for the right reasons
and loves what he does.
"As long as I don't sell out and
don't do things for the wrong rea-
sons," said Kweller about his music.
"And if I end up on the cover of
Rolling Stone, it won't matter as
j long as I [am] mak[ing the] music
| I want to."
Being on the cover of Rolling
i Stone is not a completely far-
I fetched idea as his most recent al-
bum "Ben Kweller" (ATO Records
2006) has garnered a lot of atten-
tion. One of its singles "Penny on
the Train Track" was named one of
the 100 best songs 0f2006 by Roll-
ing Stone. Alternative Press named
it one of the essential albums to
own in 2006 and he had a video
podcast on iTunes, which docu-
mented the final steps of creating
the album.
It is also the first time that one
of his music videos has been played
on mainstream television. Despite
having "Sundress" played on VHI,
Kweller hasremained humbleabout
his growing popularity.
"I don't really know, maybe it's
the first time [I've] made a decent
video," he said. "Each album seems
to get bigger and bigger."
Perhaps part of the reason each
album gets more attention then
the next is the constant changing
that Kweller does with his sound,
having each album be a little dif-
ferent than the one before. The
most recent album was a bit mel-
lower than "On My Way" (ATO
Records 2004) which had had a
more rocked out sound.
"I can't help what songs come
out right," he said. "Whatever it
was the songs were more ballads
this time, pretty songs, sentimen-
tal, nostalgic."
Along with having professional
success with this most recent al-
bum, 2006 also was a year of per-
sonal success. Kweller and his wife,
Lizzy (yes, the same Lizzy from his
first album) welcomed the birth of
their son, Dorian Zev Kweller on
May 30.
"We travel together which is
nice. It's just sort of like a gypsy
family, we're a traveling circus,"
said Kweller. "It's a different life-
style than most. I get to see my son
more than most dads which I am
really lucky for."
Despite having his family
around on tour, the discontinuity
of the tour schedule often takes its
toll.
"The hardest thing is never
[being able to] get into a routine.
Things are always changing," he
said. "I want to be able to get into
good routines because my life is
so chaotic and discombobulated I
never get the routine. I wish I had a
bit more normality in my life."
But the hectic touring schedule
also has its upsides.
"[I get] to see the world, [get]
to see friends in different cit-
ies and [learn] different cultures,
[learn] about differentbeliefs," said
Kweller. "You really respect all dif-
ferent people living in world and
to be able to touch people through
songs. [I get] to light up a thousand
faces in different places."
Although many of his fans love
to hear all of his songs, after being
on tour for the majority of the last
five years there are some songs that
Kweller won't play anymore. But
that is not to say that he will never
play them again.
"I don't play 'No Reason' any
more and I don't play 'BK Baby'
[a Vanilla Ice cover]. I just burnt
myself out with it," he said. "I
wish I didn't have to play 'Wasted
and Ready' but my fans would kill
me.
For this current tourKweller will
return to Seattle after only being
gone for a litde under five months.
"I do have really good shows in
Seatde," he said. "I like that North-
west feel; Portland, Eugene are really
good [too]."
This tour is also said to be dif-
ferent that any show that he has
done before. "The Trio on theTrain
Track" tour will just be Kweller, a
drummerand bassist.
"This show will totally be differ-
ent. [Its] gonna be really stripped
down," said Kweller. "[We are go-
ing to do] different versions ofa lot
of the songs."
For someone who has been part
of the music industry for the past
10 years, the 25 year-old Kweller
shows no signs of slowing down. For
those who have never seen one ofhis
shows, or those who has seen him
multiple times, be sure not to miss
him Feb. 15 at the Showbox.
Megan can be reached at
petel 193@seattlue.edu
Courtesty www.messiah.edu
Indie rock star Ben Kweller is set to perform at The Showbox on
Thurs., Feb. 15, promising an intimate performance.
UK band Gomez kicks off tour in Seattle
Lauren Padgett
Entertainment Editor
Seattle will be the first to hear
British indie rock group Gomez'
new sound as they begin their na-
tional tour at The Showbox Feb.
15.
Gomez is set to kick off a three
month stint that begins in Seattle
and ends in Australia. The tour
lineup is a powerhouse of talent
— Gomez co-headlines the nation-
al tour with Ben Kweller and will
meet up with the Dave Matthews
Band and The Roots in Australia.
"We want everyone to have a
good time at our shows," said Paul
Blackburn, Gomez bass player.
"We want the audience to feel en-
tertained and experience something
different, mix up the old stuffa lit-
tle bit and playbrand new material
as well."
Gomez offers a clean, crisp
sound with light guitar riffs and
simple yet finely-tuned melodies on
their fifth studio album "How We
Operate" (ATO Records, 2006).
Check out songs "girlshaped-
lovedrug" and "See theWorld" for a
taste ofGomez' signature melodies
and poignant lyricism.
After playing together for a litde
over eight years, they are seasoned
performers but not afraid to change
things up and take their sound in
new directions. Along with a new
studio producer, Gomez decided to
narrow in on 12 new songs and per-
fect themfor their new album.
"Every album we do, we try to
focus on strong songwriting," said
Blackburn. "This time, we feel like
we have a more focused sound with
strong lyrics."
Breaking down the sound and
getting back to basics seems to be a
recutring theme for Gomez.
"Initially I think we were more
bells and whistles than anything,"
said Blackburn. "Now we like to
give everything its proper place in
the song, not overdo anything too
much."
While Gomez hails from the
UK, they find a large fan base here
in the US.
"We have fans following us
throughout the tour," said Black-
burn.
The Gomez tour bus is full of
gas and ready to ride as the band
leaves their current location in De-
troit. They are excited for warmer
weather and a packed house.
"We love Seatde - Sasquatchwas
fun, The Showbox has been great,"
said Blackburn. "We're looking for-
ward to a really good party."
Gomez will be performing
Thurs., Feb. 15 with Ben Kweller
at The Showbox. Tickets are $26.
Lauren can be reached at
padgettl@seattleu.edu
Courtesly www.littlebigman.com
Gomez co-headlines the Feb. 15 Showbox performance with Ben
Kweller. The Seattle show marks the beginning of their national tour.
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Weds., Feb. 14
Polly Panic, Neutralboy,
Ziptye
$7,21+
8 p.m.
El Corazon
O&B MyValentine, with
DJ Dara
$5
8 p.m.
Chop Suey
Thurs., Feb. 15
Ben Kweller, Gomez
$26 ADV/$2B DRS
8 p.m.
The Showbox
Taste of Chaos Tour,
featuring The Used, 30
Seconds to Mars, Senses
Fail, Aiden
$25.50
5:30 p.m.
The Everett Events Center
Fri., Feb. 16
Tenacious D
$37.50 - $42.50
8 p.m.
The Paramount
Encore show Sat., Feb. 17
Grizzly Bear, Papercuts,
Cave Singers
$10
8 p.m.
Neumos
Sat., Feb. 17
On The Last Day, Dating
Delilah, Claymore
$8 ADV/$lO DRS
5 p.m.
El Corazon
MetalChurch, Shadow
Clad, Die by Day
$12 ADV/ $15 DRS
7 p.m.
Studio Seven
Sun., Feb. 18
The Shins
$25
8 p.m.
The Paramount
Encore show
Tues., Feb. 20
Big World Breaks,
Choklate, Step Cousins
$10
8 p.m.
Neumos
Feb. 16-18
The Presidents of the
United States of America
$18ADV/$2O DRS
7 p.m.
The Showbox
Winter production challenges gender, society roles
Leah Newcomb
Staff Writer
On Feb. 15, the timeless
Shakespearian classic "As You Like
It" will open on the Lee Center
stage. The play is a pastoral com-
edy, reminiscent of Robin Hood
and set in the fictional court of
Duke Frederick as well as in the
Forest ofArden.
Aaron Orheim, sophomore
political science major who plays
Duke Senior, called the oversight
"a playful approach." The actors
began their first rehearsals focus-
ing on the language ofthe script,
"starting out simple" and building
towards the final product.
"You're going through a jour-
ney," said Katie Manteca, senior
drama major who plays the evil
Duke Frederick.
As the first Shakespeare play
to grace the Lee Center stage, "As
You Like It" features a classic Eliz-
abethan Shakespeare style mixed
with contemporary elements in
what promises to be a most ex-
cellent production. The audience
will see these different traditional
and modern elements "coming
together and not clashing," said
stage manager Bronwyn Watson,
senior theater and philosophy
major, with a mischievous smile.
"The less said, the better," said
director John Kazanjian.
"As You Like It" incorporates
many nontraditional elements
and breaks the "fourth wall" when
the audience is asked to reseat
between scenes. The stage is di-
vided into two sections, with one
section presenting the rigid and
structured setting of the duke's
court, and the other presenting
the carefree and even whimsical
Forest of Arden.
Both the set and costuming are
rich with color and costume de-
signer Harmony Arnold, costume
history professor, has been work-
ing hard to bring out the different
themes as reflected in the court
and the forest settings.
"Each play has its own chal-
lenges," said Arnold. Arnold also
designs for The Village Theatre
and the Seattle Repertory The-
atre.
This Seattle University produc-
tion is directed by guest director
John Kazanjian of New City The-
ater. Kazanjian has been involved
with the Seattle University fine
arts department since the '80s
and has worked extensively with
drama professor Ki Gottberg.
However, this is the first play
he has directed at Seattle Uni-
versity. Kazanjian has found the
theater students at SU "a delight-
ful group of people to work with
[who have] a rigorous and serious
attitude."
Many of the actors have been
asked to play multiple roles and
some of the female actors are
playing male roles.
"It's fun playing multiple
roles," said Casey Fern, freshman
drama major who plays Le Beau,
a lord, and Corin, a shepherd.
Fern explained that the actors
have sought a more traditional
Shakespearian approach of "put-
ting on the characters," rather
than removing the actor entirely
from the presentation of those
characters.
Katie Manteca, senior drama
major who plays the evil Duke
Frederick as well as the benevo-
lent god ofmarriage, has been in
several SU productions over the
years.
"It's been interesting playing
both of those characters," Man-
teca said.
"As You Like It" will be the
first Shakespearian production for
several of the actors. For Colleen
Egan, senior drama major who
plays Oliver, a nobleman who
hates his brother, it is also her first
time playing a male role.
An inspiring amount of tal-
ent and effort has gone into the
production of this play, and those
who attend have much to look
forward to. The exuberance and
passion of the actors and techni-
cians has led to what is bound to
be a monumental production.
Tickets are $6 for students
and $10 for non-students, and
the play runs Feb. 15 through
Feb. 25.
Leah can be reached at
newcombl@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
From left: Casey Fern, Kenna Kettrick and Cozy Josephson creep through the Forest of Arden, one of
two sets - the other is located in the court of Duke Frederick. The cast hopes to break barriers between
audience and performers by enaging them in scenes as well as seat changes.
Jackie Canchola The Spectator
Damian Peterson threatens Aaron Orheim in the Forest of Arden. Many of theactors play multiple roles,
and change genders. "As You Like It" is the first Shakesperean play to grace the Lee Center Stage.
Tenacious D fulfills their destiny as greatest band ever
Jackie Canchola
Staff Photographer
The Tenacious D "The Pick of
Destiny" soundtrack won't make
a whole lot ofsense if you haven't
seen the movie - it's not the sort of
soundtrack that transcends its me-
diumin a quest for universal appeal.
So, let me tell younow, Ihaven't seen
it either.
The epic opening track "Kicka-
poo" flashes back to Jack Black's
childhood as his dad (guest vocal-
ist Meat Loaf) scolds him for play-
ing the Devil's music. After praying
for guidance to a poster of Ronnie
James Dio, the rock-god comes to
teach the boy how to rock. Joinedx
by Meat Loaf and Ronnie James
Dio, Black, partner-in-crime Kyle
Gass and drummerDave Grohl tear
out of the gate setting the stage for
a young rocker's inevitable rebellion
and ultimate quest for "Rock."
Guest drummer Grohl (of Nir-
vana and Foo Fighters fame) really
shines on the frenetic "Car Chase
City." Grohlalso provides the vocals
for the Devil character on "Beelze-
boss (The Final Showdown)," arock-
offbetween The D and the Devil.
Songs like "Baby" and "Dude (I
totally miss you)" give sweetness to
Tenacious D as you laugh at baby
sounds.This soundtrack doesn't con-
sist of all the skits that were on their
debut album, it is very much tailored
to the music of the movie.
I'm sure during the Feb. 17 and
18 performances at the Paramount
Theater, Black and Glass will be rip-
ping at each other just to give their
audience the giggles.
Since most of the album consists
of songs that run between 1:20 and
2:40 minutes, all the tunes kind of
feel like narrative filler, even when
they're melodic, memorable and
delivered with gusto by the D. And
that's the crucial problem with the
album: it's good, but it doesn't have
the surplus of songs so great they
sound like unearthed classics, which
is the very thing thathas always made
Tenacious D so irresistible (songs like
"Wonderboy" and "Tribute").
Make no mistake, they're still
great enough to rally: they revive
"History," their theme to their rise
to power, incorporate "Sasquatch"
into the deliriously psych-pop "Pa-
pagenu (He's My Sassafrass)," offer
the pride of "The Metal," and serve
up two epics in "Beelzeboss (The Fi-
nal Showdown)" and the opening
"Kickapoo," a tremendousmini-rock
opera.
Excellent moments, but they
don'tadd up to arecord that's as sat-
isfying an album as the debut. This
is a bit disappointing, but "The Pick
ofDestiny" is good as a soundtrack:
a souvenir for fans of the film.
It's easy but not accurate to call
Tenacious D a one-joke band, since
they do love one joke best ofall: that
they are the greatest band in the
world. It's a credit to Black and Gass'
strengths as writers and performers
that at their best they can convince
you it's true. They're the best band in
the world, it's just that the rest of the
world hasn't figured it out yet.
Jackie can be reached at
canchola@seattleu.edu Courtesty www.media.outnow.com
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B Smith was the sec-ond SU swimmer to
qualify for the NCAA
championships as an individual
for his performance in the event.
He led off the relay with a time of
1:40.88, a qualifying time for the
200 freestyle. The cumulative suc-
cesses of the men's team put them
two points ahead of the University
of California Santa Cruz after just
the first day.
The women's 200-yard medley
relay team finished in seventh with
a time of 1:50.00 and the women's
800 freestyle relay team finished in
ninth with a time of7:58.30. They
also finished the day in ninth place
with 86 points.
The SU men's swim teamcontin-
ued on the path towards nationals
onThurs., Feb. 8, the second dayof
competition. Chiu finished first in
the 200 individual medley, qualify-
ing him for the NCAA Champion-
ships. Chiu beat teammate Djang
with a timeof 1:53.28 by 4/1 OOths
ofa second. Djang, Smith, Bevers,
Logan McNutt, sophomore pre-
major, gave the team a third place
finish in the men's 200 freestyle
relay in 1:42.02 seconds.
Since there was no competitor
in the men's diving competition,
the team fell to fourth place be-
hind UC San Diego, UC Santa
Cruz and CaliforniaState Univer-
sity Baptist.
The women's team struggled
more, finishing the day in tenth
place with 133 points. The best
performance was by the relay team
of Elizabeth Hanohano, freshman
pre-optometry general science
major, Megan Lavin, sophomore
social work major, Alicia Gerber,
freshman pre-med major and Kylie
Schluter, senior management and
marketing majorwho finished 12th
in the women's 200 freestyle relay
with a finishing time of 1:43.18.
The third dayofcompetition on
Fri., Feb. 9, continued positively
for the mens team. The men's 400
medley relay team qualified for
the NCAA championships with a
timeof3:23.41. The team included
Chiu, Djang, Coley and McNutt.
Coley also won the 100-yard but-
terfly, with a time of 49.17 sec-
onds.
Smith took third place in the
200 freestyle and Djang took third
in the 100-yard breaststroke with
individual times of 1:40.94 and
57.00 respectively. The combined
successes of the men's team put
themback into fourth place.
Lindsey Gall, diagnostic ultra-
sound major, missed qualification
for nationals by 1/100ofa second.
Her best time during the morning
preliminaries in the 100 butterfly
was 57.30 seconds. The lady Red-
hawks finished in ninth place on
the third day.
In the final day ofcompetidon,
the men's side finished in the top 10
in several races. The highlights in-
clude Chris Coley s first place finish
in the 200 butterfly with a timeof
1:52.68 and Gordon Smith's fifth
place finish in the 100 freestyle in
46.12 seconds. Djang, Coley, Bevers
and Smith qualified a fourth relay
squad for nationals in the 400 free-
style relay with a time of 3:05.04.
These wins amongother successful
performances on the men's side put
SU into third place.
For the women, All-American
Anna Vanha, juniorhonor student
and biology major, took fifth place
in the 1650 freestyle with a time
of 17:50.36. Alex Weiss, freshman
pre-med and psychology major also
performed well, taking seventh in
the 200-yard backstroke and sixth
in the 200 butterfly, with respective
times of2:08.56 and 2:09.39.
The women's400 freestyle relay
team of Hanohano, Lavin, Sarah
Shannon, sophomore international
business major and Kristie Rice, se-
nior management major, finished
in 10th with a time of3:40.72. In
the end, the women's team finished
in ninth place.
Craig Mallery, head coach, was
quite proud ofhis teams' success in
Long Beach.
"One is always looking for new
milestones - it is part oftrying to
evolve. With us qualifying for na-
tionals and our team record, this
was probably the most cohesive
show ofsportsmanship," said Mal-
lery.
He mentioned one particular
moment that truly spoke of the
team's successes: on the last night
of competition, at 10:45 at night,
after 15hours ofcompetition, there
was a relatively new team fromTex-
as who was trying to break a team
record. Mallery said that everyone
could justfeel the support and roar
of energy from the SU swimmers
as this team took offthe starting
blocks.
Mallery also said thatwords and
articles cannot do justice to the
performance of thewomen's team.
They competed against many Di-
vision I, Division II and Division
11l teams.
"Just being able to move on
from preliminaries to finals was a
significant accomplishment," said
Mallery.
The women's team had their
fair share of obstacles this season
as well, which they overcame to
compete and qualify.
"I am very proud of their sports-
manship and just their ability to get
out there," said Mallery.
This meet was one for the charts
for senior team members as well.
"It was a really great meet - the
best that I have seen in the sport
in four years" said senior sociolo-
gy major, Dwight Thompson. "It
was so energetic. It was a meet of
many highlights. Coach Mallery
was named Coach of the Year by
the other coaches at the meet."
Mallery was named NAIA
Men's Swimming Coach of the
Year in 1999 and NAIA Women's
Swimming Coach of the Year in
2000. This honor is his first since
Seattle University moved to Di-
vision II earlier this decade.
"Craig put a lot of time and
effort in all year. He's always
there," said Djang. "He's not
only a coach - he's a mentor.
He's not only interested in our
athletic development, but our
academic pursuits as well. The
athletic accomplishments are ic-
ing on the cake."
The Redhawk swimmers are
now preparing for nationals
which are scheduled to take place
in March in Buffalo, NY.
Emily can be reached at
holtel ©seattleu.edu
e'Tt's
not your tradi-
tional dance team,"
said Baldonado. "I
definitely see the
bam becoming a com-
squad within the next
couple ofyears, especially with
the push For our school to go
to Division I. I don't feel that
it's at that point right now
[though]."
If the team were to become
competitive, they would need to
focus on a contemporary mod-
They perform at almost all
SU basketball games, drawing
mainly on hip hop influences
in their numbers. The dancers,
however, have fairly diverse sty-
listic backgrounds. Baldonado
said that this diversity has con-
tributed to the teams improve-
ment this year. Danielle Gon-
zalez, freshman business major,
has seven years of cheerleading
experience prior to joining the
dance team.
"She's always very loud, and
she gets everyone pumped up
for the dance," said Linova.
Team members agreed that
Gonzalez is a much-admired
dancer who is a bit of a prank-
ster on the team.
"Danielle is just goofy to be-
gin with. She definitely is one of
the more motivated members of
the team," said Baldonado.
Gonzalez said that she loves
the adrenaline rush of perfor-
mance, and especially looks
forward to the teams bigperfor-
mances like at the SU vs. SPU
basketball game.
1 Baldonado, who is a Resi-ent Assistant in Campion,
convinced Gonzalez to try out
for the dance team at the begm-
P'ng of fall quarter.Gonzalez, Baldonado and
Li nova all expressed wishes for
the dance teams continued im-
provement. They are looking
forward to upcoming perfor-
mances throughout the year.
The best way toput it is sim-
ply according to Gonzalez.
"Were awesome," she said.
Leah can be reached at
newcombt@seattleu.eciu
sports
Young cheer squad learns the ropes
Rose Egge
Staff Writer
As you may have noticed this
year, Seattle University's cheer
squad is filled with some unfamil-
iar faces.
With more new members than
returning ones, the squad has faced
some challenges.
While the squad brought back
four members from last season,
they also have six new members,
many ofwhom are freshman and
sophomores. The squad is also di-
verse in their cheer experience.
While Teddy Rupp, junior
electrical, mechanical engineering
major and team captain, has an
admirable amount of experience
- cheering since high school, per-
forming with a competitiveAll-Star
Team and recendy apt for Universal
CheerAssociation - the squad also
has girls on the other end of the
spectrum who have never cheered
before.
"It's a younger team than it has
been in the past and so it's been a
learning experience. A lot oflearn-
ing [is] going on this year, but that's
part of building a program," said
Rupp.
The returning squad members
are more excited than concerned
about their new teammates.
"We have a lot of people who
are new to cheerleading and it's
kind ofrefreshing because every-
one has a positive attitude and is
happy to be here," said Amy Jack-
son senior political science major
and co-captain.
But even with theirpositive at-
titudes, the squad has faced many
obstacles since spring tryouts.
"Spring tryouts did not go
as well as expected. We basically
went into this season with halfofa
team," said Kate Kelly, advisor.
Since then Travis Millspaugh,
head coach, has been working
with his new squad to bring the
less experienced cheerleaders up to
the level of those that have been
cheering for years.
"Getting this brand new squad
was really tough at first, but in the
long run its really [going to] help
us out because when you train
someone you can actually hold on
to them for four years and get the
most out of their training," said
Millspaugh. "So I am very fortu-
nate that we got so many fresh-
man and sophomores to join the
team because that only means good
things to come."
Rebuilding his squad has been
easier for Millspaugh because his
cheerleaders are hard working. He
appreciates the squads focus on
small details and their willingness
to practice a routine or stunt until
it is perfect.
While the squad is still improv-
ing, their hard work has already
begun to pay off.
"The same girls who have never
cheered before have come leaps and
bounds. They have great dedication
and I'm actually really, really proud
ofthem," said Millspaugh.
Another great achievement for
this years' cheer squad has been the
recent addition ofmale cheerleaders
Alex DeVera, freshman mechanical
engineering major and JR Rabago,
freshman criminal justice major.
Rabago had wanted to help
cheer in high school, but never ac-
tually did until this year at SU.
"I really like it. It's been very
fun for me, it's an amazing group
ofpeople," said Rabago.
DeVera is also new to cheerlead-
ing. Although he had participated
in many high school sports, he
never considered cheering until
his friend, and fellow cheerleader,
convinced him to try out.
"In high school I did everything,
I was a football player, I was a state
champ wrestler, I was a baseball
player....l never paid attention to
the cheerleaders and now I'm seeing
the other side of the sidelines," said
DeVera. "It's a lot offun. In a lot of
ways it's harder than any sport I've
ever done."
Millspaugh had emphasized to
the women how important it was
to become a co-ed squad. In SU's
division, both Western Washington
Universityand Central Washington
University have co-ed cheerleading
teams, and Millspaugh wanted his
squad to be at their level.
Being co-ed has not only in-
creased the squads stunting op-
tions, but it has also helped the
team come together.
"It actually tends to gel us a
little more," said Millspaugh. "In
an all female squad you can tend
to get a little cliquey but for some
reason you add males into thatand
it creates a gel, a glue that justhelps
everyone."
Rose can be reached at
eggee@seattleu.edu
Men's swim qualifies many at PCSCCDance
a true
crowd
pleaser
at half-
time
shows
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Women's basketball faced with offensive road blocks
Brenda Stice
Sports Editor
The women's basketball team
experienced its season lowest of-
fensive performance which earned
them a tough loss against the Uni-
versity of Alaska Anchorage on
theirhome court.
Going into the game, the team
planned to remain strong with
their defense, taking a few pointers
from their previous loss at Anchor-
age in January.
"They're [Anchorage] really
strong on the post. They have one
of the top players in the confer-
ence, she won freshman ofthe con-
ference last year," said Carly From-
dahl, senior forward and marketing
major. "So our main plan was that
we were going to 'D' her up. They
have very good shooters so, we
[were going to] be crashing and
we [were going to] go all out."
The game saw a neck 'n' neck
battle between the two teams as
the lead teetered back and forth
between them.
At the end of the first half,
Anchorage claimed the lead with
a score of 17-21. The low-scor-
ing game was credited to many
missed shots, including several
three-pointers.
Laina Sobczak, junior forward
and sociology major, led the team
with six points and three defensive
rebounds during the first period of
play.
During the second half, the
Redhawks' troubles would con-
tinue as they allowedAnchorage to
pull away with the lead, outscoring
the SU women 26-21.
"We followed the game plan as
well as we could," said Fromdahl.
"We weren't hitting our shots like
we usually do."
Sobczack ended the game with
12 points, being the only player
to score in double figures. Also
contributing exceptional offensive
performances were Ashley Brown,
senior point guardand arts and sci-
ences pre-major, as well as Cassidy
Murillo, freshman guard and pre-
science major.
Brown brought eight points to
the table along side four assists,
while Murillo hit career highs in
rebounds and blocked shots with
eight and two respectively.
Murillo compared the loss to
the previous game againstAnchor-
age.
"We just defended the post a lot
better," said Murillo. "Our defense
was fine, like we kept them under
50 points, it was just our offense
wasn't going so well."
The Redhawks shot just 24.2
percent from the field, going 3-of-
-20 from the three-point line.
"I think that we were just wide
open and thought about it too
much when we were shooting in-
stead of just catching and shoot-
ing in the offense," said Murillo.
"And, we were rushing shots. We
were taking the first or second shot
instead ofreversing the ball."
Earlier in the week, the team
was able to maintain an offensive
stamina as they defeated the Uni-
versity ofAlaska, 77-55.
During the victory, the team in-
duced 24 turnovers by the Nanook
offense. Leading the Redhawks to
the win was Brown with 18 points,
three assists and three steals. Sob-
czak continued to be an offensive
threat as well, with 15 points and
four rebounds. Murillo joined
them in the double digits with 13
points.
The women's basketball team
faces Northwest Nazarene Uni-
versity this tomorrow at 5:30 p.m.
They return to the Connolly Cen-
ter Feb. 22 as they face Western
Washington University.
Brenda can be reached
at sticeb@seattleu.edu
Track and field team makes trend of success
Emily Holt
Staff Writer
Last weekend the Seattle Uni-
versity track team competed in
the Dempsey Indoor Open at
the University ofWashington to
prepare for conference champi-
onships.
On the men's side, Brock
Jahner, sophomore pre-law and
mechanical engineering major,
placed fifth in the triple jump,
leaping 13.06 meters. He finished
12th in the pole vault, reaching
3.96 meters and placed 20th in
the long jump with a top jump
of 6.2 meters.
The men's 400-meter relay
team — consisting ofLoyal Allen,
Jr., junior social work major, Gar-
rett Brown senior accounting and
finance major, Travis Glover, ju-
nior mechanical engineering ma-
jor and Nick Dols, junior busi-
ness and economics pre-major,
finished with a time of 3:28.63,
placing them in fourth. Earlier
in the day, Dols placed 11th in
the 800-meter run with a time
of 1:56.61.
Daniel Sullivan won his heat
in the 400 meter dash with a time
of 50.92 seconds, earning him a
ninth place finish.
The Redhawks went the dis-
tance in longer events as well.
Newcomer Nicholas Alvarado,
freshman pre-major, continued
his success in the men's one mile
run placing 31st with a time of
4:33.01. Alvarado ran cross coun-
try and met with much success
in the opening meet at the Uni-
versity ofWashington in January
as well.
Charisse Arce, junior market-
ing major, finished in 11thplace
in the one mile run with a time
of 5:25.79 and Rachel Yorkston,
freshman nursing major, came
in 32nd place in the same event
with a time of 5:43.12.
"The team did awesome,"
said Yorkston. "Everyone really
improved. We are getting better
and stronger with each race — it
shows great determination."
The Lady Redhawks also
excelled in field events. Mara
Becker, freshman pre-physical
therapy and general science major
cleared 1.55 meters in the high
jump, putting her tied for ninth
place. Lindsey Currier, freshman
nursing major, threw the shot put
9.82 meters, finishing in 20th
place.
"I was a little bummed out
that only two girls qualified for
conference," said Arce. "I know
that they tried and that is what
mattered. I have to take into con-
sideration that we only have two
indoor meets before this."
The team's success meant all
the more considering the fact that
they had to overcome injuries as
well as great heights.
"Robert Poshuta improved the
school record in the 100-meter
hurdles and the 400-meter relay
is the best in the GNAC confer-
ence, despite injuries to our 200-
meter dash runner and jumper,"
said sophomore Kyle Finnegan,
sophomore marketing major.
Trisha Steidl, head coach, is
looking forward to future com-
petitions.
"I was excited to see what we
could do without that training
under our belt," said Steidl. "And
I am excited for the upcoming
conference on Monday. I expect
to make a strong showing, espe-
cially on the men's side. I think
we have a shot at beating SPU."
Next Mon., Feb. 19, North-
west Nazarene in Nampa, Idaho
is hosting the GNAC Indoor
Track Championships.
Emily can be reached at
holtel@seattleu.edu
Men stunned at home, find redemption on the road
Jessie DiMariano
Staff Writer
After a heartbreaking loss
last Thursday against Western
Oregon University, the Seattle
University men's basketball
team proved that they were not
fazed as they redeemed them-
selves with a 76-61 win against
Western Washington University
on Saturday.
"We have 24 hours to recover
and just become road warriors,"
said Joe Callero, head coach af-
ter Thursday's loss.
Incidentally, the team recov-
ered and dominated their road
game in Bellingham, making
their record on the road 8-4.
The Redhawks couldn't push
through their physical match
up against Western Oregon,
but they shot toward their vic-
tory in Bellingham with a solid
finish.
"We have very coachable and
competitive students on our
team and they were not happy
losing on the last possession
Thursday," said Callero. "So we
focused on getting and keeping
our lead all game."
Seattle's offense was consis-
tent and nearly unstoppable
with four players scoring in
double figures and the team
shooting 55-9 percent from the
field in the first half.
Leigh Swanson, sophomore
forward, contributed 11 points,
five rebounds and two assists,
proving to be a consistent
strength on the team.
"He's a sophomore now and
20 games into the season, so he
really understands what it takes
to be successful," said Callero.
In the Western Oregon game,
Swanson led Seattle with a dou-
ble-double scoring 20 points
and grabbing 11 rebounds.
Also contributing a solid
performance was David White,
senior center. White advanced
Seattle with 16 points and a ca-
reer-high five blocked shots.
"I stepped up my defense,"
said White. "Having them
[Western Oregon] beat us on
our home floor left a nasty taste
in my mouth and I needed to
get some payback, it felt good
to have five blocks."
The team opened the game
with a solid start leading the
Vikings 42-27 at the end of
the first half, playing all around
solid basketball.
"I think I played really ag-
gressive on both ends of the
floor. That carried over to my
teammates, we all played [well]
and aggressive," said Sam Kirby,
senior point guard.
Kirby performed well across
the board scoring 16 points,
grabbing seven rebounds, three
assists, and three steals.
The team's second half per-
formance sealed the win for
Seattle, keeping their double-
digit lead and holding Western
to a 33.9 field goal shooting
percentage.
With the Redhawks' pivotal
victory, a positive tone has been
set for both their upcoming
road games and the remainder
of the season.
"Theroad victory at Western
will help us focus on the little
things in Alaska...defensive
help, rebounding and pushing
the ball on offense," said Calle-
ro. "Alaska Anchorage and Fair-
banks are both ranked teams
so we have a great opportunity
to qualify for nationals with a
couple more road victories."
The Redhawks continue to
prepare for their three away
games, starting with Thursday's
game against Alaska-Anchorage.
They do not return to the Con-
nolly Center until Sat., Feb. 24,
against Northwest Nazarene
University at 7 p.m.
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu
Jackie Canchola TheSpectator
Senior Sam Kirby, guard, looks to run a play on offense during the
home loss last Thursday vs. Western Oregon University. Kirby con-
tributed 16 points and one assist against the Wolves defense.
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editorial
Like a rebellious adolescent making threats of moving
away from home, the Sonics have whined, complained
and argued, throwing what in many ways could be per-
ceived as a conniption fit over their seemingly unneces-
sary demand for a new arena. Recently, however, the
Sonics found a way to one-up their defiant teen persona
by making good on the threats, declaring their inten-
tions to move the team 20 minutes south to the suburb
ofRenton.
In today's world of sports, fans are constantly bom-
barded by the oxymoronic catchphrases of their local
sports broadcasters, who report that the Los Angeles An-
gels ofAnaheim have beaten the Oakland As ofFremont;
that the New York Jets and Giants will be going head
to head in their home stadium located in New Jersey
and in the latest reports, that the only two professional
sports teams from Seattle to win Championships will
end their tenure at Key Arena, packing their bags for
the short move to the south end of Lake Washington,
where they can be affectionately dubbed the Renton Son-
ics/Storm.
Primary owner of the Oklahoma City-based invest-
ment group that purchased the Sonics last summer, Clay
Bennett, indicated earlier this week that the new inves-
tors of the professional basketball teams of Seattle want
to build their sought after, state-of-the-art arena on a
21-acre site in Renton.
This decision serves as a slight to the loyal fans that
have supported their team through their 39-year history
and a blow to the city in the midst of an invigorating
urban renewal.
The unnecessary move to Renton is the result of an
inexplicable ultimatum placed upon the residents of
King County and of the State of Washington — build
the Sonics a new arena, or say goodbye.
The new arena, which will undoubtedly house an ex-
panded, revenue generating luxury seating section, will
provide no necessary improvements in facilities, spectator
seating or accommodations. The Key Arena, which was
built in 1995, provides fans with a comfortable viewing
environment, while at the same time giving attendees
access to downtown Seattle and all of the outside accom-
modations that accompany its urban setting.
Renton will provide nothing more than the typical
suburban sprawl of unnecessary accommodations and
clogged traffic arteries, all the while providing fans with
exciting new options, such as choosing whether to eat at
Applebee's or Friday's. Decisions, Decisions!
The move to uproot the team from the point at which
it has flourished for nearly four decades is a short-sighted
and illogical move, solely aimed at boosting the profit
margin for the recent doom and gloom Sonics. The Son-
ics are at home in Seattle, and despite the love/hate rela-
tionship we may currently have with our underperform-
ing basketball franchise, it's time for the fiery rhetoric to
cease, and for the Sonics to stay in Key Arena.
Weight loss surgery for who? Not you!
Jessie Dimariano
Staff Writer
In this age ofcelebrity phenom-
enon and dietary obsession, it's no
wonder that children in America
are growing up ridiculously fast.
As society continues to influ-
ence such expedited maturity,
something else has been added to
the mix: weight loss surgery for
teens.
That's right - kids ranging from
ages 13 to 18 are getting surgeries
that cost on average $30,000 and
consist ofstapling one's stomach a
smaller size or implanting a silicone
ring around thestomach to achieve
the same results.
Bariatric weight reduction op-
erations like gastric banding, gas-
tric bypass and variants of these
stomach surgeries are some of the
weight loss surgeries gaining more
popularity among teens.
In recent years, there has been a
noticeable and somewhat disturb-
ing influx in the number ofweight
loss surgeries being performed on
children and teenagers.
There are no statistics on how
many patients are minors, but doc-
tors across the nation say the num-
ber is increasing.
It has even been reported that
one of the youngest patients to
undergo the weight loss surgery in
the Northwest is a 12-year-old girl
from Eugene, OR in 2002.
Although the numbers are still
relatively small, it is estimated that
as many as 150 U.S. adolescents
have had bariatric or gastric by-
pass surgery, commonly known as
"stomach stapling."
And that common referral alone
should be raising a few eyebrows in
the medical, parental and ethical
scheme of things.
I mean we are talking about a
surgery- that completely rearranges
and alters the insides of a human
being and in turn prohibits them
from eating anything normal for
the rest of their lives.
Is that a concept that 13and 14-
year-olds can really comprehend?
We're talking about eating hab-
its that include consuming no more
than a one cup serving at each meal
and eating only the most nutritious
of foods.
It just doesn't seem like a dietary
and lifestyle commitment some-
one in their teens is really ready to
handle.
Not to dismiss the benefits that
result from a surgery like gastric
bypass. There are legitimate, even
life-threatening reasons for even
considering the surgery.
But are the risks worth the un-
certain future?
Until very recently, doctors re-
fused to perform weight loss surgery
on young men and women under
the age of 16because ofmore than
just their emotional immaturity.
In essence, continued growth of
such young patients wouldresult in
avariety ofcomplications. Also, pa-
tients must follow very specific pre-
and post-surgery dietary regimens
— something many adolescents have
a hard time doing.
It's not as if these regimens are
requiring patients to rest for a few
days and refrain from participat-
ing in physical activity. It's much
stricter than that.
But such young ages for surgery
are not unprecedented.
Recent advances in the proce-
dure, such as gastric banding, cou-
pled with an increasing number of
acute obesity cases in teens have led
doctors to recommend the proce-
dure for their young patients.
But even though the recommen-
dation has been made by medical
professionals, those same qualified
doctors are admitting that they
really don't know what's going to
happen to these kids when they're
50 and may not know what's go-
ing to happen when they're 30.
The long-term effects ofweight-loss
surgery on a child's future growth
and development are largely un-
known.
So how do the expected benefits
really outweigh the unexpected
complications? They don't. Simply
not enough is known about the
long-term risks of the surgery to
justify performing it on growing
bodies.
The medical risks are apparent,
the lack ofknowledge of the long-
term effects are uncertain and really
what it comes down to is the fact
that extreme weight loss surgery be-
ing performed on teens is a quick
fix to an incredibly chronic issue of
obesity in American society.
There are much more reasonable
and long-term solutions to child-
hoodobesity besides continuing to
allow these children to gain such
excessive weight and then offer a
last resort.
How about no Pizza Hut in the
school cafeteria and parents instill-
ing the value ofhealthy consump-
tion and physical fitness?
That's justa start, so let's try and
get to the root of the problem in-
stead ofperpetuating a last resort
for people who deserve to have
been helped before the problem
became nearly fatal.
An estimated 95,000 people
this year will undergo weight-loss
surgery, and I'm hoping,less than
150 of them are minors.
Jessie can be reached at
dimarian@seattleu.edu
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Letters to The Spectator
Dear Editor,
I am responding to this
week's Spectator article titled,
"Women awarded an even great-
er advantage in co-ed intramural
basketball competitions." As a
four-year female basketball co-ed
intramural participant, I would
like to disagree with this article.
Not only do the new rules not
give women an advantage in
the games but they neither en-
tice women to join intramurals
nor make for a better game of
basketball. Weighing a female's
basket, from my experience,
does not deem the women any
more valuable on a team. Now
the co-ed teams' win/loss record
is based more on the talent of
the men on the team as opposed
Dear Editor,
Reading this last week's Spec-
tator, I noticed that like much of
this last month's events with the
university, the big focus was un-
der the general rubric ofdiversity.
Now, this is a nice and reasonably
important thing, as in this day
and age the world is muchsmaller,
we're interacting with more people
and quite frankly there's some re-
ally cool stuffto take in from other
cultures/perspectives/lifestyles,
etc.
But, at the same time I have to
ask, isn't all this just a bit much?
Don t get me wrong, keeping
tabs on diversity is great, but at the
same time, I'm getting the same
sense from the activities of the stu-
dent body and administration that
I did from my high school, which
is basically some brand of spoon-
fed diversity that almost seems
like it's brought on by some kind
of guilt trip just for happening to
have lots ofwhites around and be-
ing in a reasonably prosperous part
to the women — as it was in years
past.
Furthermore, what is more
frustrating about the new intra-
mural arrangement is the sched-
uling of games. Before this year,
all the co-ed games were held on
Monday and Wednesday eve-
nings in the North court and
now they are held on Sundays
and Thursdays, mostly in the
South court. The North court
provides a much better intra-
mural experience and not to
mention that the floor is more
forgiving on the knees. Holding
games on Thursday evenings is
difficult since people have to
choose between their intramural
game or the weekly varsity game
held in the North court during
of the nation.
And, while this is all in the in-
terests ofdiversity and embracing
different views and such, I also
can't help but wonder if one of
these days we're going to encoun-
ter some kind of reverse racism. It
seems to me as if in an effort to
make up for mistakes of our past
generations, now the groups that
are deemed minorities (I consider
them to be anotherperson just like
my white/Korean self) are being
put in the spotlight as the next
great thing we must embrace. At
the same time, it feels like white
Americans (for lacrL of a. better
term) are being depicted as a ma-
jority that has a problem. Is be-
ing white a bad thing now? Don't
whites have a culture too? Aren't
we just making divisions by try-
ing to categorize whites versus the
various minority groups?
In any case, I say reverse rac-
ism because it seems like the tables
have been turned in who's getting
oppressed. Mr. Seia's centerfold
those times. Just this past Thurs-
day I witnessed about a dozen
or more people leave the varsity
men's game at halftime to attend
their intramural game. I thought
we were trying to promote more
attendance at these games, espe-
cially during our future transi-
tion to Division I.
Overall, I am just disappoint-
ed in intramurals this year. The
rules have changed, the format is
different, the competition is low,
and as a result, the fun level has
deteriorated as well. I just hope
for the best for future intramural
participants and employees. And
to be completely cliche — if its
not broke, don't fix it.
Sincerely,
Sara Isaacson
piece suggests to me the idea ofop-
pression coming from those with
"white class privilege." Pardon me
for being blunt, but there's noth-
ing special about being white these
days, particularly being a straight
white male. I have problems too.
Here I am being depicted as having
some greater power. Yet, I'm not
getting the front page and center-
fold. I'm not getting special clubs.
I'm not getting a task force. I'm
not getting attention, solidarity
and the like. I'm apparently part
of the problem because I'm in a
majority demographic. To say the
least, it s l<i r\d ofan uncomtortatle
situation for me.
My main point is this: The
whole discussion over diversity is
a two way street. Embracing the
new is a wonderful thing. Howev-
er, that doesn't mean people should
be discounted because they were
part of the old status quo.
Respectfully,
Raymond M. Sienkiewicz,
Dear Editor,
The article about the Nighthawk
service made some very validpoints
put failed to identify some of the
real problems with the Nighthawk
service that stem from student's
lack ofresponsibility.
The role ofthe Nighthawk is not
to be a taxi service, but instead to
provide safe transport from areas
around campus so that students
aren't caught in dangerous situa-
tions late at night.
With this being said, on week-
ends the Nighthawk service is most
commonly used as a taxi service for
intoxicated students at off campus
locations as their primary way of
getting to and from parties. Instead
of calling a taxi like responsible
adults, students call the Night-
hawk—which means that students
that actually need a ride home from
workare left stranded and forced to
walk thus defeating thepoint ofthe
Nighthawk service.
If you know that you are go-
ing to be drinking and need a ride
home, call a taxi because in the real
world there is no Nighthawk ser-
vice to come get you. Plus, if you
are going to call the Nighthawk
you should actually be ready when
it comes for you.
In response to the author's
complaints about the dispatch
and driver's attitudes toward stu-
dents, my only question is: how
would you react to a phone call
after receiving ten before it from
intoxicatedand confusing students?
While this is no excuse for a rude
response from dispatch, recognize
tKat you aren't going to V>e tKe first
on the list because there are only
two Nighthawks and probably ten
people before you.
Finally, if you choose to walk
home from work late at night—
aren't you defeating the point
of calling the Nighthawk in the
first place because obviously you
thought it was safe enough to walk
home in the end?
-Anonymous
Dear Editor,
I would like to respond to
the article "Blinding Privilege At
Seattle University" by Mr. Joe
Seia. I was hesitant to write a
response, as I am a white middle
class female who does not know
what it is like to be a minority
in the United States or at Seattle
University. However, although
I feel that Mr. Seia's article did
bring up important problems
that our community needs to
work on, he did so in a way that
turned many readers off.
The article mentions white-
privilege numerous times and
the oppression that arises from
said privilege. Mr. Seia seems
to forget the privilege he has by
being here at Seattle University,
as only 1 percent of the global
population receives a college
education. Mr. Seia also has a
roof over his head, does not have
to worry on a daily basis about
being killed and has access to a
healthcare system. Though Mr.
Seia may face forms of oppres-
sion in American society and
here at Seattle University, he
should also keep in mind his
privileged position in the global
society.
Secondly, Mr. Seia seems to
believe that privilege is an evil
thing. What I think is wrong is
not that some people have privi-
lege, but that there are people
in the world who do not. I
am grateful for my education,
for my house and for the other
privileges that I have. I do agree
tKat Americans arc often igno-
rant as to how privileged they
are and are unaware ofhow the
rest of the world lives. When I
was in Ecuador this summer on
one of the school's service trips,
I was constantly told by the
people there that it did nothing
constructive to feel guilt at the
blessings we had. We should
recognize that we are lucky to
have been born where we were
and to have the privileges that
we do, but that along with that
we should see obligation. We
have been given amazing tools
to have enormous impacts on
the world. For me, what is ex-
tremely upsetting is that we fail
to use our privilege to do any-
thing of meaning. What good
does it do the people of Africa ,
for us to give up all our privi-
leges and live as they do? What
we need to workon is creating a
world where all people have ac-
cess to the privilege they deserve
as human beings.
I also think that Mr. Seia's ar-
ticle doesnot take a constructive
approach to working on the is-
sues he raises. I know that many
people felt attacked after reading
the article and were frustrated
by the categorical statement of
"white-class privilege." Not all
white people are the same, and
not all of them are oppressors.
To make changes, a constructive
approach needs to be taken. In-
stead of creating further divide,
which is what some ofMr. Seia's
statements did, students at Se-
attle University, both whiteand
minority, need to work together
to change the global and local
injustices that they know exist.
Sincerely,
Emily James
Is it that hard to at least remove your hat?
John Visneski
Volunteer Writer
In case you've been living in a
cave - or justhate sporting events
with a passion - it is a common
custom to remove your hat during
the national anthem. As a matter
offact, the United StatesCode, sec-
tion 36, tide 171,specifically states
that "men not in uniform should
remove their headdress."
This particular section of the
code is in place mainly to honor
those who have died serving our
country. As an avid sports fan, I
have been noticing a troubling
trend that sees many people ne-
glecting to perform this a.ct of re-
spect on a regular basis.
There are two things that I can
clearly remember frommy veryfirst
Seattle Mariners baseball game. The
first was anxiously waiting to see
Ken Griffey Jr. swing the lumber,
even though the Ms would inevi-
tably lose due in part to being the
pre-1995 team.
More importantly, this was the
first time in my young life where
I questioned all of the pomp and
circumstance that surrounds the
national anthem.
While removing my sweet new
ball cap, I leaned over to my dad
and asked him a question that
I'm sure many six year olds have
asked.
"Why do I have to take my hat
off?"
With a smile he replied simply
that I was removing my hat to pay
tribute to the people who made it
possible for us to watch the game.
To explain myfathers seemingly
overdramatic reason for removing
my cap, I should explain that my
family has a long history ofmilitary
service. Each generation has seen
every male member serve in some
branch ofthe military.
Fast forward 15 years. Last
week, I found myselfat our rival
Seatde Pacific University, watching
the Seattle University men's bas-
ketball team gear up to fight their
veryown version ofa holy war. As I
rose with my fellow Redhawks and
faced the flag for the national an-
them, I happened to glance to my
right at a group ofSPU fans. Much
to mysurprise, at least halfof them
neglected to remove their hats.
I figure that people who neglect
to perform such a simple act fall
into one ofthree categories: those
who are trying to protest some-
thing, those who don't know that
you are supposed to, and those who
somehowforget that they have an
extra layer of covering on that
seemingly slow brain of theirs.
Since when has America be-
come a place where people get so
lazy that the only way they can
protest is by leaving their hats on?
I would like to think that citizens
are clever enough to come up widi
more productive ways to voice their
opinion than figuratively spitting
on what the national anthem is
supposed to mean.
The framers of the Constitu-
tion might smile that their First
Amendment is being used. On the
other hand, I would be willing to
bet that thosewho have lost family
members fighting Confederates or
Nazis might not be quite as excited
about the lack of effort on the part
ofthe protestor.
I am similarly confused by the
possibility that there is someone
attending a sporting event who
doesn't know about hat removal.
Do they think that the people
around them all just happen to
have an itchy head at the same
time? It seems like this shouid be
common knowledge. Ignorance in
this case doesn't carry much weight
as an argument.
It is all well and good to show
your distaste for thecurrent war we
are engaged in. As a matter offact I
consider this exercise ofcivil rights
to bea beautiful thing. In contrast,
it is a very ugly thing to not show
at least a small amount of respect
to those who ate fighting and dy-
ing on the behalf of their country
people they don't even know.
Removing your hat for the na-
tional anthem is a good exampleof
this small amount ofrespect, while
keeping iton is a very large example
ofdisrespect.
John can be reached at
visneski@seattleu.edu
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voicespublicsafetyreports
Safety Assist and
Trespass Warning
Public safety spotted an intoxi-
cated non-affiliate sitting on the
steps adjacent the mall at 11th
Avenue and East Marion St.
Officers escorted the male to
the city street/bus stop and,
after issuing him a trespassing
warning, gave him directions to
where he needed to go down-
Attempted Theft
Feb. 6, 6:30 p.m.
Public Safetyreceived a report
from a student that an intoxi-
cated male bumped into her
on the side walkat 13thAvenue
and East Cherry St. and then
attempted to pick her jacket
pocket. The student pushed
the male away and went Con-
nolly where she worked out;
when she returned home a few
hours later, she called Public
Safety and reported the inci-
Safety Assist
Feb. 6,11:15 p.m.
Public Safetyreceived a report
of urineodor in the elevator of a
residence hall. Upon inspection,
theresponding officer® could
smell a similar odor, soon, an
RA advised that she witness
a student spiH Gatorade in the
elevator. Public Safety cleaned
up said spillage.
Suspicious Activity/
Alcohol Violation
Feb. 9,6:15 p.m.
While assisting students load-
ing a bus for a student activity
near the 11thAvenue mall, Pub-
lic Safety officers spotted two
underage males consuming a
clear liquid in a water bottleand
then immediately consuming a
cola product. Officers checked
the bottle, which contained
vodka. One student ran off.
The other was identified, and
a report was filed with the stu-
dent conduct system.
Narcotics and Trespass
Warning
Feb. 10, 2:45 a.m.
Public Safety contacted two
non affiliates'who appeared to
have been smoking marijuana
The two males admitted com-
mitting the act, and were each
given a trespassing warning.
Harassing Telephone
Calls
!£>.
10, 3:15 p.m.
student who reported that a
mily member has been call-
g her repeatedly contacted
üblic Safety for advice on
le situation. Public Safety is
jrrentlyworking with the stu-
m.
What is the corniest love song?
Interviews and photos by Megan Peter
"For Sentimental Reasons."
Brittnay Harmon,
sophomore chemistry and English major
"Hero by Enrique Iglesias."
Kat Kitchens, juniorhumanities in teaching major
"Tenderoni by Bobby Brown."
Albert Vu, senior biology and humanities major
"Probably anything by Paul McCartney. He
writes some schmaltzy songs."
Wes Statler, sophomore journalism major
"Super Freak."
Whitney Whitworth, junior communication major
"Dr. Love by KISS."
Nick Acosta, juniorhumanities in teaching major
"TimeAfter Time."
Mike Tran, junior general science major
